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“Most people believe the mind to be a mirror, more or less accurately reflecting the world outside 

them, not realizing on the contrary that the mind is itself the principal element of creation.” 

Rabindranath Tagore 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Industrial heritage is an evidence of the industrial revolution and the consequent developments that it 

brought to the societies, the cities and the environment. Industrial buildings are a specific group of 

structures that are part of this legacy. In particular, they can show the progresses attained during that 

time concerning constructions techniques, materials, and even social and economic achievements. 

Also in Portugal, the industrial revolution left its mark. A selection of Portuguese industrial buildings of 

interest, erected during the second half of the XIX century or the first quarter of the XX century is 

presented. This selection include successful refurbished cases and out of use constructions with 

potential to be recovered. All the examples analyzed present specific features that make the buildings 

unique and valuable. The historic background and the constructive typologies are analyzed and 

described for each building studied. An important part of the presented examples was visited during 

this thesis work and a large quantity of information was gathered during the surveys. 

Fábrica Confiança, an old soap factory complex located in Braga, was chosen to be investigated and 

studied in more detail. This building shows marks of typical materials and constructive techniques 

used in the beginning of the XX century. The goal is to learn from this heritage left from the 

Portuguese industrialization process and provide organized information useful to future interventions 

or even just for record. 

An area of the building was surveyed and examined in detail. A geometrical, photographic and 

damage survey was done during site visits and the building materials were tested using in situ NDT 

and MDT. The façade stone masonry walls and the timber floor were also examined using numerical 

models developed in Software ROBOT and ADINA.  
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RESUMO 

 

Título: Património Industrial no Norte de Portugal. O caso da Fábrica Confiança. 

O património industrial é um testemunho da revolução industrial e de todos os desenvolvimentos que 

esta trouxe para a sociedade, para as cidades e para o ambiente. Os edifícios industriais são um 

grupo específico de estruturas que faz parte deste legado. Em particular, estes edifícios mostram 

alguns dos avanços alcançados durante este período no que diz respeito a técnicas construtivas, 

materiais e ainda desenvolvimentos sociais e económicos. 

A revolução industrial também deixou as suas marcas em Portugal. É apresentada uma selecção de 

edifícios industriais portugueses de interesse, construídos durante a segunda metade do século XIX e 

o primeiro quarto do século XX. Esta selecção inclui casos de sucesso de edifícios reabilitados e 

construções em desuso ou abandonadas com potential para serem restauradas. Todos os exemplos 

analisados apresentam características específicas consideradas únicas e valiosas. O contexto 

histórico e as tipologias construtivas são analisadas e descritas para cada edifício estudado. Uma 

grande parte dos edifícios apresentados foram visitados durante o desenvolvimento desta tese, tendo 

sido recolhida uma quantidade alargada de informação durante as correspondentes inspecções. 

A Fábrica Confiança, um complexo fabril produtor de sabão localizado em Braga, foi escolhido para 

ser analisado com mais detalhe. Este edifício evidencia o uso de materiais e técnicas construtivas 

tipicamente utilizdos durante o início do século XX. Os objectivos deste caso de estudo são: aprender 

com os vestígios deixados pelo processo de industrialização em Portugal, registar informação 

relevante sobre aspetos construtivos e estruturais do edifício e fornecer informação útil e organizada, 

capaz de apoiar futuras intervenções. 

Uma área do edifício foi escolhida e estudada com mais detalhe. Foi feito um levantamento 

geométrico, fotográfico e de danos durante as visitas e os materiais usados na construção foram 

testados usando in situ NDT e MDT. A fachada de alvenaria de pedra e o pavimento de madeira 

foram examinados usando modelos numericos desenvolvidos nos softwares ROBOT e ADINA. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many industrial buildings of the 19th century or early 20th century belong to the cultural heritage of 

historical monuments. In Portugal, there are several examples of old industrial buildings belonging to 

the so called “industrial archaeology” where iron, steel, timber, masonry or concrete are used in 

structural elements. 

In Northern Portugal, there are several examples of these industrial buildings, currently abandoned or 

out of use. Because of this situation, many of them are suffering a rapid decay that in some cases can 

be considered as irreversible. 

The scope of the work here presented is the group of industrial buildings existent in the Northern 

region of Portugal, where new materials and structural elements that derived from the industrialized 

processes developed within the XVIII and XIX century become common in specific applications. 

Examples of this are the use of metallic structural elements or large glazed windows and roofs. The 

work developed addresses some relevant features of these old industrial buildings and assesses their 

current state. Fábrica Confiança, located in Braga, is one industrial building studied in more detail, in 

an attempt to inspire a restoration. 

1.1 Objectives 

The main purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the increase of interest in industrial heritage. It is a 

goal to help raising awareness in this type of structures, in particular, the ones that share a history and 

are presently abandoned, in order to rehabilitate and reintroduced them back to life.  

The work to be accomplished with this thesis aims to fulfil the following objectives: 

→ To recognize and evaluate the main features and actual condition of industrial buildings existent in 

the northern region of Portugal, now unused or abandoned because the former industries closed or 

changed location; 

→ To evaluate the safety condition of part of the buildings located in Fábrica Confiança industrial 

complex (the buildings include a combination of masonry, timber, metallic and concrete structural 

elements); 

→ To establish a geometrical survey and detect and evaluate degradation and/or damage on the 

existent structural elements; 

→ To perform structural identification and experimental work related to the evaluation of material 

properties; 

→ To perform structural evaluation and safety assessment of the analyzed structures. 
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1.2 Thesis organization 

The thesis starts with this introductive chapter. It follows, in Chapter two, by pointing out the 

importance of industrial heritage in the present days, considering its history and contribution to today’s 

knowledge. A few considerations and principles from ICOMOS, related to the Nizhny Tagil Charter for 

Industrial Heritage are given, as well as advices on how to intervene. Next, the history of Industrial 

Revolution and the industrialization in Portugal is briefly described, and the main aspects of industrial 

architecture are pointed out. 

In the third chapter, there is a selection of Portuguese successfully refurbished industrial heritage 

building examples, which have been through a phase of abandon, although, after having been 

restored, continue to be a landmark, sharing its history. 

Chapter four gathers another selection of Portuguese industrial buildings that are currently of use. 

Some of them are in an advanced and irreversible state of degradation. 

The selection of the buildings for the third and fourth chapters is based on the typical and most 

common building structures for factories of the end of the XIX century and beginning of XX century. 

Most of them are built in stone masonry walls, cast iron pillars, timber pavements and timber roof 

structures. Some other are less similar to these typical structures but present peculiar characteristics 

of interest. 

Chapter five is entirely dedicated to Fábrica Confiança, in Braga. This factory was found to be 

interesting and possible to study in more detail, since it is a building with an interesting history and 

structure that fits into the period and constructive characteristics analyzed within this work. Presently, it 

is owned by the city of Braga municipality and there is some interest in preserving and reusing the 

buildings by adapting them to new functions. The fact that it is currently out of use is a motivation to 

work on creating a useful contribution to rehabilitate the building, struggling against time and keeping 

the industrial history alive. The history and the building in general are briefly described in this chapter. 

A part of the building is studied in detail and a geometrical survey, a visual inspection and the material 

characterization are presented. 

The sixth chapter is focused on the structural analysis of the façade and timber pavement existent in 

Fábrica Confiança. Models using FEM (Finite Element Method) are developed in software ADINA and 

software ROBOT and used to analyze the main façade and the timber pavement. 

The thesis concludes with Chapter 7, where the main conclusions of the work are presented and 

suggestions for further developments are proposed. 
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2. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE 

The Industrial Heritage is the proof and the testimony of our world development. Its importance is of 

major significance to measure the dimension of the humanity evolution, in particular, the technological 

achievements throughout the history of mankind. 

First of all it is important to define what can be described as Industrial Heritage. Generally heritage is 

something material or not that was inherit from the past and characterizes some specific period of 

time. It permits us to understand the past, bringing us closer together to our origins and how we 

developed from then to the present. Heritage allows future generations to receive knowledge and 

learnings from other times, avoiding the same mistakes, taking advantage of the discoveries and 

enjoying the beautiful things once enjoyed by others. 

Industrial heritage is a part of cultural heritage very much related to industrial development and its 

social characteristics. Unfortunately still often forgotten, it was only on the second half of the 

XX century that industrial heritage started to be recognized, appreciated and maintained. It may 

include buildings, machinery, workshops, mills, factories, mines, sites for processing and refining, 

warehouses, stores, places where energy is generated, transmitted and used, transport and all its 

infrastructure, as well as places used for social activities related to industry such as housing, religious 

worship or education. Most industrial heritage is from the Industrial Revolution era and on, since it was 

the period of time with the more and most challenging technological changes and evolutions. It 

characterizes a whole society, including economic, social and urban development.  

Although the buildings are not monumental palaces or beautiful churches, they have an importance to 

the history of technology that can be related with almost everything in our present life, since it affected 

so many various fields, including textile, food and beverages, equipment, construction, medicines, and 

one of the most important, the energy use. Focusing on industrial heritage buildings the building 

process was also altered, including the production of new materials, new tools and machinery, 

construction methods and technological processes. A very important construction achievement 

reached with the industrial revolution was the innovative manufacturing methods used to produce iron 

and, later, steel. It had a crucial impact and changed completely the construction procedures. 

Nowadays the awareness towards the importance and conservation of the industrial history material 

proof is rising, and people have growing interest in the past inventions and attainments, as a way to 

learn from the past and invest the knowledge in the future. Moreover, the cultural tourism related to 

the industrial heritage is growing. Nevertheless there are still many structures and sites abandoned 

and demanding urgent interventions. The lack of maintenance may eventually suppress the identity of 

the place. Unfortunately Portugal has quite a few examples of that kind. 
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Many of these industrial buildings and complexes are directly connected to the development of the 

region where they are located, contributing for the growth of the population, the city expansion and the 

economic evolution. Some of them became a local or even national symbol of the country’s 

development and industrial impact.  

2.1 The Nizhny Tagil Charter for the Industrial Heritage (TICCIH – July 2003) 

The TICCIH (The International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage) is a world 

organization created to represent internationally the industrial heritage. It is a special adviser to 

ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites) on industrial heritage. 

Inspired by the influence the Industrial Heritage has in the present world and its contribution to the 

human development, the delegates, assembled to the triennial National Assembly of TICCIH held in 

Moscow on July 17th 2003, created the Nizhny Tagil Charter. The main goal was to create international 

awareness and to study and maintain the material evidence of this industrial influence.  

“(…) the buildings and structures built for industrial activities, the processes and tools used within them 

and the towns and landscapes in which they are located, along with all their other tangible and 

intangible manifestations, are of fundamental importance. They should be studied, their history should 

be taught, their meaning and significance should be probed and made clear for everyone, and the 

most significant and characteristic examples should be identified, protected and maintained, in 

accordance with the spirit of the Venice Charter, for the use and benefit of today and of the future.” 

(Nizhny Tagil Charter, 2003) 

According to the Nizhny Tagil Charter, Industrial Archaeology is described as the study of all the 

remains and evidences, tangible or intangible, of documents, artefacts, stratigraphy, structures, and 

human settlements and natural and urban landscapes, generated by or for the industrial processes. 

The Industrial Archaeology is an interdisciplinary method of analysis to better understand the past and 

the present of industry achievements. 

The Charter contains the TICCIH principles and guidance on various areas, including: the fundamental 

values, the importance of identification, recording and research, legal protection, maintenance and 

conservation, education and training and finally presentation and interpretation.  

Some of these principles and guiding advices are transposed below. The selection was not based on 

importance but on relevance to the present work. The complete Nizhny Tagil Charter can be found in 

Annex 1. 

“2. Values of industrial heritage  

I. The industrial heritage is the evidence of activities which had and continue to have profound 

historical consequences. The motives for protecting the industrial heritage are based on the universal 

value of this evidence, rather than on the singularity of unique sites.  
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II. The industrial heritage is of social value as part of the record of the lives of ordinary men and 

women, and as such it provides an important sense of identity. It is of technological and scientific 

value in the history of manufacturing, engineering, construction, and it may have considerable 

aesthetic value for the quality of its architecture, design or planning. (…) 

4. Legal protection  

I. The industrial heritage should be seen as an integral part of the cultural heritage in general. 

Nevertheless, its legal protection should take into account the special nature of the industrial heritage. 

It should be capable of protecting plant and machinery, below-ground elements, standing structures, 

complexes and ensembles of buildings, and industrial landscapes. (…) 

IV. Industrial communities which are threatened by rapid structural change should be supported by 

central and local government authorities. Potential threats to the industrial heritage from such changes 

should be anticipated and plans prepared to avoid the need for emergency actions. 

5. Maintenance and conservation  

I. Conservation of the industrial heritage depends on preserving functional integrity and interventions 

to an industrial site should therefore aim to maintain this as far as possible. The value and authenticity 

of an industrial site may be greatly reduced if machinery or components are removed, or if subsidiary 

elements which form part of a whole site are destroyed. (…) 

V. Continuing to adapt and use industrial buildings avoids wasting energy and contributes to 

sustainable development. Industrial heritage can have an important role in the economic regeneration 

of decayed or declining areas. The continuity that re-use implies may provide psychological stability 

for communities facing the sudden end a long-standing sources of employment.” 

2.2 The Industrial Revolution 

Considered as one of the most important periods of human history, the industrial revolution changed 

completely the way the world was evolving. Starting in the end of the 18th century, in Great Britain, the 

industrial revolution was a gradual turning-point in the human evolution that lasted until the mid of the 

19th century and has repercussions until today and around every corner of the planet.  

The major changes were influenced by technical inventions in the field of textiles, agriculture, coal 

mining, iron, transportation and steam power. These changes led to great improvements in human 

aspects, population development, capital and labor, socioeconomic and cultural conditions, 

improvements that had an impact in the life of the common people masses. Also construction suffered 

a major evolution covering the development of the production processes of building materials, like iron 

and steel, urbanization and the industrialization diffusion around the world. 

Industrialization influenced somehow almost every aspect of the human life having an enormous 

impact in the society and the planet. Fortunately some evidences of this era are still existing and can 
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be used to remind and teach about the differences and innovations reached at that time, which altered 

and improved the quality of life we can enjoy today. 

2.3 Industrialization in Portugal and Porto 

During the XIX century, the industrialization spread from Great Britain to the rest of Europe and 

America and eventually to the rest of the world. In Portugal the industrialization had a tough and late 

beginning. Some of the causes for this delay were the political instability, high amount of illiteracy 

within the Portuguese population and the opposition of Great Britain in losing its economic influence in 

the Portuguese markets. 

After the transfer of the Portuguese royal family to Brazil, around 1810, the French invasions by 

Napoleon, and the control of the British in the country’s trade and economy, Portugal was in a much 

deteriorated and delayed state, comparing to the rest of Europe. Great part of the population was 

living in poverty and the political and economic power was being monopolized by a high bourgeois 

class. 

In the meantime, around 1820, the Spanish were having a revolution, in which they were defending 

the liberalism ideas, and were able to impose a Constitutional monarchy. This revolution in the 

neighbor country, together with identical events also in Italy and Greece, created a revolutionary wave 

in Europe and had an impact in Portugal. On the 24th August of 1820, a revolutionary movement 

started in Porto, supported by almost all the social classes, as the Clergy, the Nobility, the Portuguese 

Army and also most part of the general population. It quickly spread to the rest of the country. Finally 

in 1821, the Royal family returned to Portugal from Brazil and one year later the first Portuguese 

Constitution was born. 

During this period, Mouzinho da Silveira, a liberalist, was able to implement new justice and taxation 

laws, and reforming the trade and commerce, improving greatly the workers conditions and allowing 

later the industrialization of the country. Many new manufacturing establishments were born, mainly in 

the northern region of Portugal 

However it was not enough for the country to recover and on the 9th September 1836, a new revolution 

was taking place, the Septembrist movement, to remove the power from the previous political group 

and create a new Constitution, the Portuguese Constitution of 1838. Mouzinho da Silveira was also 

involved, as well as industrialists and business men, supported by the population and workers class. 

Sá da Bandeira was one of the first Septembrist leaders to conceive the economic development to the 

colonialized African countries and expand the commerce and industry of Portugal. Generally, the 

mechanization of the Portuguese industry began around 1835, although it was a very slow process 

due to its dependence on the importation of steam engines and other machinery. By mid XIX century 

only 30 of 634 manufacturing plants were using steam power. After this phase the Lisbon region 

progressed much more rapidly than Porto. 
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The Portuguese economy and agriculture was starting to change. The economic reforms of the liberal 

regime improved the land market and the opportunities for agriculture, although not as fast as desired 

and without significant improvement in the agricultural technique. 

It was then that the Portuguese government focused on supporting the industrial development and 

invested in different sectors, including education reforms, administration reorganization, industrial 

fomentation and construction of new transportation infrastructures, as the railway construction in 1851, 

promoted by Pereira de Melo. 

Fontes Pereira de Melo was a great supported of a policy of economic development, which was later 

known as fontismo, similar to the Spanish economic expansion and railroad construction of the 1860’s. 

He created a new ministry of public works, building more roads, beginning the telegraph construction 

and encouraging railroad expansion. This allowed more credibility in the country and more 

investments from abroad. Programs were created to stimulate a more modern economy, improving 

communications and transportation and encouraging free trade. 

The major development in the Portuguese economy of the late 19th century was the expansion of 

agriculture due to the increase of population, the opening of the land market and the creation of a new 

tariff that provided real protection for grain. Altogether the extent of land under cultivation in Portugal 

increased by 70 percent between 1874 and 1934. 

Around the turn of the XX century there was a new wave of industrialization, yet it was still modest and 

slow, since Portugal was still suffering from lack of productive investment, skilled labor, technical 

engineers and industrial raw materials. 

The industrialization process continued to develop, although slowly, thanks to the modernization of the 

transports and communication networks, including roads, railways, bridges, tunnels and ports. The 

steam machine was the main innovation in transportation. The first one used in Portugal was in 1835. 

Due to the strategic geographic location of Porto in the northern area, it became the center of maritime 

and commerce in that region, mainly after Porto de Leixões, the second biggest artificial port in 

Portugal, built by the end of the XIX century. It monopolized the port trade, shifting the industrial 

development from other cities in the north as Viana do Castelo, Braga or Aveiro.  

At the same time there was a development in the mining exploration of copper, iron and coal. The later 

became the main source of energy for domestic and industrial use. The metallurgic sector was the 

principal industry during the XIX century, growing especially in the Porto area, where many foundries 

where being set, producing mainly lead and casting iron. 

In 1910, Portugal’s First Republic started. With it came many economic problems, as hyper-inflation, 

also related to the recent introduction of escudo, the currency that replaced the previous real. These 

problems affected immensely the population, decreasing the employment in industrial labor force, and 

delaying the population’s education. 
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The First Republic ended in May 1926, and the new government tried to fix the precarious financial 

situation of the country. António de Oliveira Salazar was invited to head the Ministry of Finance, later 

becaming the Prime Minister. Salazar installed a new corporative framework within which the 

Portuguese economy evolved due to the extensive state regulation and the predominantly private 

ownership of the means of production. Prominent financiers and industrialists accepted extensive 

bureaucratic controls in return for assurances of minimal public ownership of economic enterprises 

and certain monopolistic privileges. A law introduced to control the system of industrial licensing, 

required prior authorization from the state for setting up or relocation an industrial plant and to invest in 

machinery and equipment, designed to increase the capacity of an existing firm.  

Portugal’s private sector was monopolized by certain families, traditionally landowning families of the 

nobility. Theses industrial dynasties held most of the arable land in the southern part of the country in 

large estates and many had business interests in Portuguese African Colonies. Ten of the richest 

families in this elite group owned all the important commercial banks, which gave them the power of 

controlling a huge share of the economy.  

Until the late 1950’, Portugal remained very poor and underdeveloped. At that time, more and more 

industrialists and government technocrats, tried to integrate Portugal with the industrial countries to 

the north to stimulate the country’s economy. The Portuguese economy started to improve, 

accomplishing visible improvements in the people’s quality of life and standard of living, as well as in 

education.  

In 1959, Portugal became a charter member of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and in 

the next year, it also became a member of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the 

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. 

As the tensions were rising in the African colonies during the 1960’s, the Portuguese government, 

besides using military measures, tried to use strategies to integrate them closer, administratively and 

economically. This was accomplished by transferring population and capital, creating more 

liberalization in trade and introducing of a common currency. These measures lead to a boom in the 

overseas Portuguese provinces economy, in particular the ones of Angola and Mozambique. 

During the last years of the Salazar era, there were important developments in creation of private 

organized ventures, including an iron and steel mill a modern ship repair and shipbuilding complex, oil 

refineries, vehicle assembly plants, petrochemical plants, pulp and paper mills and electronic plants. 

After the war with the African colonies, which brought them the independence, and the end of Estado 

Novo regime, Portugal went through a tough period. These events had a devastating impact on the 

Portuguese economy and social structure. Portugal created labor unions and a minimum wage policy, 

which were inexistent before. Heavy industry came to a sudden stop and all the economic sectors 

collapsed, including, manufacturing, mining, chemical, finance, agricultural and fishing.  
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Many private enterprises were nationalized, including the national steel mill, and for each industry, 

several private firms were consolidated into state monopolies. 

In 1986, Portugal entered the European Economic Community (EEC) and left the European Free 

Trade Association (EFTA). These event had a very positive effect in the recovery of the economic 

growth and help contained the public debt. 

With the European Union’s structural and cohesion funds, and the growth of many Portuguese 

exporting companies, there was a high improvement in the Portuguese standard of living and quality 

of life, and a development of the economy. The most successful and leading economic sectors in 

Portugal are the engineered wood, injection molding, plastics, specialized software, ceramics, textiles, 

footware, paper, cork, fine wine, ship building, and many others. 

Although Portugal never reached the level of the big industrial world powers, it managed to innovate 

the industry and modernize Portugal.  

2.4 Industrial Architecture 

The industrial architecture has a very distinguishable appearance, since its design and construction 

are very functional and directed for the industry. It is hugely connected to the industrial revolution and 

to the improvement of various energy sources and machineries, as well as new materials and 

innovative constructive techniques. Some iconic façades of industrial buildings are shown in Figure 

2.1, where it is noticeable the typical industrial architecture in different decades. 

 

Figure 2.1 - Typical industrial building façades. 

Source: Bernd and Hilla Becher. 
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Due to the location, sometimes remote or on the cities’ surroundings, to the frequent huge sizes of the 

buildings and to its particular architecture, these constructions stand out of the landscape and skyline, 

becoming a mark or a symbol of the identity of a city, place or community. Industrial constructions 

have a great impact in the scene and urban development. Initially, many of them were located near 

rivers and watercourses, so it would be possible to take advantage of all the water resources and its 

energy. One example is Fábrica de Fiação e Tecidos do Rio Vizela, which is going to be describled in 

detail in Chapter 4. 

Industrial buildings can have several different purposes, from power plants and mills to factories and 

warehouses, and each one of them was built following the principles of functionality, adaptability and 

performance. These principles characterize the buildings, making them unique.  

These types of buildings are extremely versatile, adapting themselves to changes. It is common to 

start as a small building to host an initial business, which often grows bigger and demands larger 

facilities, keeping up with the expansion of the company.  

Most of industrial constructions built during this period were made of steel, iron, wood and masonry. In 

industrial buildings, it was very important to allow an open plan for the production processes, including 

space for machinery. Factories, warehouses and workshops were generally covered open areas with 

large spans which allow the setting, functioning and protection of big machines and labors in the work 

environment. These type of industrial buildings, especially the ones from the second half of the XIX 

century and before concrete was introduced in the Portuguese construction, were often built in 

masonry walls and timber roofs supported by cast iron pillars. The iron pillars were essential to allow 

longer spans and support larger roofs, as well as the machinery that needed extra sustenance. The 

timber roofs were frequently built in a saw kind of shape or truss, allowing the wide structure to receive 

uniform direct sun light from the north, optimizing the energy consumption. 

During the XIX century, metallurgy was the main industry in Portugal. The new machines were able to 

provide methods of extraction and treatment, which transformed iron and then steel in much cheaper 

and abundant materials, and created a smaller revolution in the traditional building techniques. While 

wood and masonry were already very popular construction materials, iron and steel were still being 

developed for building uses. A gradual change in used building materials was noticeable, like stone 

masonry bridges being replaced by metallic bridges. In Portugal, the metallic truss became a most 

common structure used in bridges. The truss uses several triangular elements that give more flexibility 

to the structure and, at the same time, have the capacity to transform the loads applied on the nodes 

in compressive and tensile axial stresses. Classical examples of these trussed bridges were 

constructed along the Tua railway line, in the 1880´s. 

Iron becomes a new construction material also for buildings, not only to reinforce the masonry 

structures but also as the main and only structural element. Huge buildings from the industrial era, as 

factories and railway stations, used iron and glass as construction materials, making the structures 

much lighter and economic. Two examples of this kind of structures in Portugal can be seen in Figure 
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2.2, the Santa Justa Elevator in Lisbon, built in 1898, and Mercado Ferreira Borges in Porto, built in 

1885. 

  

a) – Santa Justa Elevator, Lisbon. 

Source: Joakim Lund. 

b) – Mercado Ferreira Borges, Porto. 

Source: http://www.insightcitiz.com/. 

Figure 2.2 - Examples of Portuguese metallic structures. 

 

All over the world there are iron industrial buildings that are worth to mention. The industrial revolution 

first took place in England and that is where the oldest bigger and famous buildings are located. One 

iconic example is the Palm House in the Royal House Botanic Gardens, in London. It is a greenhouse 

for palm trees, designed by Decimus Burton and constructed by iron-maker Richard Turner between 

1844 and 1848. The building was built in a glass and iron structure, as can be seen in the Figure 2.3 

a). Another example of this era of construction, is the Iron Bridge in Shropshire, England. It was built 

between 1777 and 1781 and is known for being the first arch bridge in the world to be made of cast 

iron. See Figure 2.3 b). 

  

a) – Palm House. Source: Tim Harry. b) – Iron Bridge. Source: Tony Hisgett. 

Figure 2.3 - Industrial heritage structures in England. 
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Cast iron was firstly used in construction because it was cheapest and easier metal to produce, due to 

its lower melting temperature and needed conditions for casting, and because modern steel had not 

yet been developed. It had been used for centuries and it was used in the architecture in the pre-

modern period. Its great advantage was that they could be made in advance and used later, in 

prefabrication, turning the construction methods faster and creating more beautiful and efficient forms 

of the elements.  

Grey cast iron was used first and its advantages include: a good compressive strength, being able to 

be poured into a mold so it can achieve any desired shape, being incombustible, good corrosion 

resistance and being cheaper than wrought iron. Some disadvantages should also be mentioned, 

which are: a low tensile strength, brittleness and a tendency to include flaws and blowholes that could 

reduce member strength. 

Wrought iron was used later, during the second half of the XIX century. Some of its advantages are: a 

good compressive strength, malleability, having the possibility of being hot-rolled or hot-hammered to 

produce different and more complex profiles and sections, good ductility and good corrosion 

resistance. On the other hand, wrought iron has the impossibility of producing large members in one 

piece, only by forge-welding. Another disadvantage is the production defects that create a laminar 

structure with a reduced tensile strength.  

Steel was the latest metal to be introduced in construction, only in the last years of the XIX century. Its 

advantages are: a good compressive and tensile strength, being malleable and rolled into shapes, 

having a good ductility, being available in large billets which allows the rolling of heavy and lengthy 

structural sections, and the ability to adjust its own carbon content and other elements, in modern 

steels. 

There are several general advantages in using iron and steel in construction in comparison with other 

materials. Some of them are: their safety factor, their low dead weight, their easy adaptation, their 

relative insensitivity to settling, the fast construction, the accuracy, and especially the possibility of 

achieving larger free spans and peculiar forms. Also, an important development in the metals 

construction was the joining technique, first using rivets and then bolts. 

The industrial architecture has a great importance to the architecture and to the industrial history. 

Regrettably many of the buildings and constructions are abandoned or decayed. A way to preserve 

and maintain them is to refurbish or introduce a new use. 

Refurbishment and re-use of existing buildings can be a good alternative to demolition and re-building. 

Enlargements are one of the most typical interventions on industrial buildings. Due to the higher rate 

of evolution of the energy sources at the time of the industrial revolution, for example changing from 

manual to steam or electrical power, another usual change alteration on industrial buildings was the 

adjustment of the building to these new infrastructures, also modifying the machinery and other 
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equipment. Other modifications can be related to the change of use of the building, replacing the initial 

function by another that may or not be connected, involving changes in space and structure. Also, 

restoration and rehabilitation of the structures can be common in this kind of buildings, since industries 

are frequently a source of mechanical, physical and chemical negative effects that can lead to a faster 

degradation of the building. 

The choice of a new use to be given to an old industrial building has to be decided taking into account 

the connection of its identity with the local community, sometimes old workers that have a strong 

affective link with the place. It is very advantageous to make it a public place, as it facilitates the 

participation of the population, creates dynamic and makes the maintenance of the structure easier. It 

is interesting to see the amount of new uses that this kind of buildings may have, from museums, to 

schools, including also innovation centers or even new industries. 

One very interesting example is Tate Modern Museum in London. Built in two stages between 1947 

and 1963 and originally designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, the former Bankside Power Station is now 

a modern art gallery for the British National Art Museum, as presented in Figure 2.4. 

  

a) – Tate Modern Museum building. 

Source: Unknown. 

b) – Inside of Tate Modern Museum. 

Source: Nick Garrod. 

Figure 2.4 - Tate Modern Museum, London. 

 

A few examples of successfully refurbished industrial heritage buildings in Portugal were selected and 

will be described in Chapter 3. The selection was based on the importance of the building and its 

history in an industrial heritage point of view, and on the success achieved by the rehabilitation and 

reuse of the building. 

On the other hand, Chapter 4 will focus on Portuguese industrial buildings that are currently 

abandoned or unused for a period of time that is long enough to allow a medium to high level of 

degradation of the structures. Therefore, the rehabilitation and sustainability of the buildings is 

extremely important although some of them may be in an irreversible damaged condition. Any 

possible intervention should be based on the Venice Charter principles, having in consideration, 
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besides the history of the structure, the impact of the restoration in the urban setting and environment 

where it is located. 
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3. EXAMPLES OF PORTUGUESE REFURBISHED INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE 

BUILDINGS 

In Portugal, industrial heritage is frequently neglected and far from being a main concern within the 

urban rehabilitation. Maybe for not being as a monumental palace or an imposing cathedral, industrial 

buildings are often put aside as a low priority. This seems to be a reflection of the lack of recognition of 

the heritage value of this kind of structures during so long. However, the awareness of the importance 

of the industrial heritage in the evolution of the humanity is growing and demanding an increasing 

investment in reintegrating the existing industrial buildings back to the contemporary life, considering 

its local necessities as well as the preservation of the heritage identity of the buildings.  

Some Portuguese examples of successfully refurbished industrial buildings will be presented in the 

following pages of this chapter. 

3.1 Antiga Fábrica de Fiação de Santo Thyrso (Old Santo Thyrso Textile Mill) 

Background 

Fábrica de Fiação e Tecidos de Santo Thyrso was one of the most important industrial complexes in 

Vale do Ave and in the country’s textile and dressing industry. By the Ave river bank and close to the 

city center, the complex is a mark in the area’s development and a symbol of progress and important 

social changes. 

The factory, built in 1896, worked continuously from 1898 to 1990, when a crisis in the textile industry 

burst in Vale do Ave. During the active years of the factory, the buildings went through several 

transformations, adapting the structure and the surroundings to the progress growth and suitability of 

the workers and machinery. Furthermore, a neighborhood for the workers was created close to the 

factory. 

Building Description 

The complex covers an area of around 60.000 m2, and includes various different buildings. One of the 

main and biggest buildings, the Nave Cultural, of around 2.200 m2 of open area was meant to be the 

room for the huge textile machinery that was used then to transform the raw material, thread, into the 

finished product, fabrics. This machinery occupied large areas of free space and required a higher 

support to fix the top of the machines to the structure, which was accomplished by using a mechanism 

connected to the cast iron pillars in the structure. These presented a detailed shape at the top which 

perfectly fit the support structure of the machines (See Figure 3.1). 
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a) Old Nave Cultural. 

Source: http://www.fabricasantothyrso.pt/. 

b) Current façade 

Source: http://documentaromundo.com/. 

  

c) Nave Cultural in its current condition d) Cast iron pillar detail and connection to the 
timber roof 

 

Figure 3.1 – Fábrica de Santo Thyrso. 

 

The building was constructed with thick stone masonry walls. Cast iron pillars and wooden beams 

support the roof structure made in wood with ceramic tiles cover and glass windows. The roof 

structure follows the optimized shape of saw tooth. The cast iron pillars are one of the most interesting 

and remarkable elements in the structure. The top of the cast iron pillars present a detailed work that 

is shaped considering the connection with the crossed timber beams that are resting at that point. A 

detail of the cast iron pillars can be seen in the Figure 3.1 d. The older buildings are made of stone 

masonry walls supporting a wooden roof structure with tile cover, while the more recent ones are 

mostly in concrete, beams and columns, with steel and glass roofed structure. 
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The location of the constructions is very close to the Ave River, since in the early days of the 

production, the energy source was the water force of the river. The later industry constructions and 

workers village grew around the river banks. 

Restoration/Rehabilitation 

At the moment, the industrial complex is owned by the Santo Tirso City Hall. Three of the older 

buildings, including the beautiful Nave Cultural, are rehabilitated and home of the Quarteirão Cultural e 

Criativo da Fábrica de Santo Thyrso (Cultural and Creative Complex of Santo Thyrso Factory), while 

the other buildings remain unused and unrefurbished, waiting for more funding to be attached to the 

new quartier. The new role of the factory is to gather innovation and creativity in a work, business, 

culture, education and leisure area. It became a public space with office areas for small companies 

and areas for events. It also includes a small museum (Centro Interpretativo), where the fabrics 

warehouse used to be located, concerning the history of the factory, the present uses and targets for 

the future. 

The Nave Cultural building was totally refurbished and transformed in an open space to be used for 

many variable ends, since only the structural elements remain. The cast iron pillars were cleaned and 

repainted and the wooden beam and roof structure treated and substituted where damaged. The 

finishing was a grey paint that homogenized the whole timber and iron structure. The roof windows 

were replaced by aluminum frames and new glass, and a new screed floor was cast. It was kept as an 

open space with the same spans and ceiling height dimensions.  

The Centro Interpretativo, where the history and testimony of the factory is presented to the public, 

had the stone masonry walls and the roof structure (totally made of timber) restored. This structure 

remained totally separate from the new one built in its interior, behaving as a shell to this new smaller 

building inside it. The floor was totally rebuilt in wooden parquet. 

3.2 Electrocerâmica do Candal – Centro Empresarial de Gaia (Candal Electro-

ceramic Factory) 

Background 

Electrocerâmica do Candal had its origin in Lisbon, in a small workshop owned by Joaquim Pereira 

Ramos in 1912. Only two years later was installed in Candal, Vila Nova de Gaia, in a Villa called 

Quinta das Regadas, where the production of electrical equipment and porcelain electric parts was 

started. 

Later, the company expanded their production to common use ceramics and insulating pipes. Due to 

this expansion several buildings were constructed to host the company´s production, administration 

and storage material.  
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After the Second World War, Electrocerâmica went through some difficulties and in 1945 was acquired 

by Vista Alegre, one of the biggest and most famous decorative porcelain firms in Portugal. At that 

point, Electrocerâmica was producing more, thus growing rapidly, including exporting internationally, 

especially to Brazil and Africa, a phase that ended with the Portuguese colonies independence and 

the April Revolution in 1974. Since 1975, Electrocerâmica struggled for twenty more years, but the 

economic difficulties were too big to overcome. 

Finally, in 2006, after changing the company activity to real estate management, it also changed its 

designation to Candal Parque Sociedade Imobiliária, S.A. 

Building Description 

The complex, initially only a villa, was expanded and around twenty five more buildings were 

constructed to fulfill the needs of the business. Most of the buildings were constructed in stone or brick 

masonry on the exterior, although the more recent ones were made in reinforced concrete. 

The structure of the interior of the production areas consisted in large areas with high ceilings and long 

spans, supported on iron pillars and timber beams. The roofs were made of timber with ceramic tiles. 

Other areas were constructed in thick masonry walls and columns with large windows for lightening 

and timber roof structures. 

Restoration/Rehabilitation 

After the intervention, the complex was transformed into a business and companies center. The 

buildings were recently restored and adjusted to host offices, warehouses and show-rooms available 

for renting, with areas varying from 30 m2 to 400 m2. Some buildings were enlarged and some new 

others were built. 

The structure of the older restored buildings was maintained, as the stone masonry wall, and roof 

timber structure. The window frames were replaced by new ones. 

  

a) – Production room, Electrocerâmica do Candal. 

Source: http://www.candalpark.pt/ 

b) – Restored building, Electrocerâmica do Candal. 

Source: http://www.candalpark.pt/ 

Figure 3.2 – Electrocerâmica do Candal. 
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3.3 Fábrica de Moagens Harmonia (Harmonia Mill Factory) 

Background  

In 1891, next to Freixo Palace (an old baroque palace from 1742 located in the Douro River bank), a 

new building was built with the intent of accommodating a cereal mill factory named Harmonia. A 

group of Porto business men got together to invest and develop the factory. It became an important 

company in the mill industry of Northern Portugal, also due to the constructive diversity of its facilities, 

which went along with the technology advances of the time.  

Alongside with architect José Júlio de Brito, in 1932, the company expanded the building by two floors. 

Twenty years later starts the construction of new silos in reinforced concrete, taking advantage of the 

noncombustible and stability properties of this new building material. Gradually, the factory moves to a 

new building located in front of the old one, and only the canteen and some storage rooms remain in 

use.  

In 1996 there was an interest in converting the old factory facilities into a Museum of Science and 

Industry. Various studies and proposals were made, although the intentions never took place. Instead, 

in 2003, the building, together with the Freixo Palace was restored by the architect Fernando Távora 

and later transformed in a hotel. 

Building Description 

The building complex was constructed with a total area of 2500 m2, strategically positioned on the 

northern Douro river bank, thus exploring the waterways as accessibilities that enabled the exploration 

of commercial routes. Divided in two main wings, the building follows a complex production system, 

inspired by the Austro-Hungarian system, which assigned each floor to a specific phase of production, 

where machines did a different task in the mill process. Each floor was a wide open space and were 

all connected between them to follow this new technologically advanced process. 

The façades, in stone brick masonry and covered in plaster, are characterized by the regular 

alignment of the windows and doors along the five stories of the building. In the south front of the 

building there is a tall brick masonry chimney, founded on a squared base that was meant to expel the 

gases produced by the steam machine that worked in the building until the middle of the XX century. 

The internal part of the structure consisted in iron beams and pillars, with timber floors and stairs, as a 

typical eighteenth century industrial building. 

Restoration/Rehabilitation 

Before restoration, in 2000, the factory building was much degraded inside and only part of the iron 

and part timber structure was intact and reusable. On the outside, the imposing façades were in very 

good condition.  
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Between 2000 and 2003 the whole complex was restored by the architect Fernando Távora, including 

the Palace, the old Harmonia Factory, the brick chimney, the surrounding gardens and adjacent areas. 

Freixo Palace and Harmonia Factory were finally refurbished and turned into a hotel with eight floors 

and eighty-eight rooms in 2008. The works included excavations to reinforce the foundations, new 

floors and a new part of the structure built in reinforced concrete and in steel. 

 

a) – Freixo Palace and Harmonia Factory. 

 

b) – Interior detail of Harmonia Factory. c) – Milling system of Harmonia Factory. 

Figure 3.3 – Harmonia Mill Factory. 

3.4 Museu do Fado (Fado Museum) 

Background 

Located in downtown Lisbon, the current Museu do Fado, was initially a water pumping station, named 

Estação Elevatória do Recinto da Praia, constructed in 1868. Nowadays, after being rehabilitated, it is 

the home of Fado Museum and a public building owned by the Lisbon City Hall. 

At the time of construction the building was the first steam water pumping power station in Lisbon. It 

worked regularly from 1868 to 1880, when another station, Estação Elevatória dos Barbadinhos, was 

built, turning the Praia station into a secondary facility, only used in case of breakdown of the new one, 
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until 1931. Then, with a new electric power engine, returned it to a full time function. It was disabled in 

1938. 

During the XX century, until the 60’s, the building was hosting a pressure-meter workshop. Then, after 

a period of no use of the building, it accommodated a work center for the Portuguese Comunist Party, 

until 1990, when the building started its heritage classification process with the authorities. 

Building Description 

The original structure of the Estação Elevatória do Recinto da Praia was composed of three buildings: 

one taller building in the centre, flanked by two other smaller buildings, in a symmetrical arrangement. 

These two buildings are not identical, being one smaller than the other to fit a chimney that once was 

there. In the central building main façade, there is a large frontal glazed portico in wrought iron frame, 

facing northwest.  

The building is founded in piles due to the sandy terrain and respective high water content. The 

structure is made of stone masonry walls of around 60 to 70 cm thickness, and brick masonry walls of 

100 cm thickness in the central building. The wall thickness decreases with the height, since on top it 

only supports the wooden roof structure and the Marseille tiles. 

Restoration/Rehabilitation 

The Fado Museum building was entirely restored in 1998 and transformed in a modern and multi-

functional building. The building is mainly dedicated to Fado, an UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage 

since 2011. Nowadays it used as an exhibition and conference hall, a guitar school, a documentation 

centre, and it even has a small theatre room and a cafeteria. 

Before the restoration, the building presented a quite good state of conservation, although the 

machinery was gone. There were many modifications made in the past and some deteriorations of the 

structure, mainly caused by water infiltrations. 

The foundations were found to be much damaged and were replaced by micro piles in metal cover 

and concrete filling. The new structural system projected for the building is almost independent and 

autonomous of the existing walls, being connected only for passage. 
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a) – Estação Ferroviária da Praia.  

Source: Id, ibid. 

 

b) – Fado Museum southwest side.  

Source: EGEAC. 

c) – Fado Museum Auditorium.  

Source: unknown. 

Figure 3.4 – Fado Museum. 

3.5 Fábrica de Massas “Leões” (“Leões” Mill Factory) 

Background 

Built in 1917, the huge building was constructed to host a mill factory that would, hopefully, bring 

development to the city of Évora. The promoters and investors of this project were José Miguel 

d’Almeida, António Joaquim Caeiro e Manuel Dias Rodrigues Descalço, who, from the beginning, 

invested in installing modern machinery to be able to produce enough for the necessities of the region. 

Originally as Sociedade Alentejana de Moagem, it became Fábrica de Massas “Leões”, in the 1970’s. 

It was one of the most important factories in the Portuguese region of Alentejo and the biggest in 

Évora. The closure of the factory occurred in 1993 and in 1998 the University of Évora acquired the 

building.  
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Building Description 

The factory is located in the north of the city. It is a peripheral area with a low construction density. 

During its use, the buildings suffered modifications and some were added as necessity demanded. At 

the time of the intervention, the complex was extremely damaged and its identity and concept was 

lost.  

The complex was constructed in function of the machinery and not the people, presenting a group of 

enormous buildings, displayed bluntly along the flat ground. The complex had a private thermo 

electrical power station, installed in 1942 with 40kW power, and in 1947 it started receiving energy 

from Évora City Hall. Later in 1949 the energy is received from the UEP (Portuguese Electrical Union). 

It owned, as well, its own loading/unloading railway dock. 

The older buildings, as typical, were constructed in stone masonry walls and timber roof trusses, 

allowing large opening spaces for the machinery, except the silos, which were built in iron. The recent 

buildings were built in reinforced concrete, in portico structures of pillars and beams with variable 

section (bigger closer to the supports). 

Restoration/Rehabilitation 

In 2008, the University restored the old structures and added new modern constructions. The project 

author is Inês Lobo and Carrilho da Graça and the buildings are now used as a complex for 

architecture and visual arts departments. 

The rehabilitation covered the demolition of the annex buildings, that were deteriorated and not part of 

the original complex, and cleaning of the temporary interiors of the other structures. The existing 

pavements, in timber parquet, were used to build timber/concrete composite slabs, using an 

innovative connection system made of steel rods. The existing buildings were mostly large open 

spaces used for machinery and storage. A new building, connecting the spaces and replacing the 

building annexes that were not original, was constructed in reinforced concrete and steel, where the 

façade and roof were built in corrugated galvanized steel sheets.  

  

a) – Old building. 

Source: http://restosdecoleccao.blogspot.pt/ 

b) – Production room. 

Source: http://viverevora.blogspot.pt/ 
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c) – Restored building. d) – Connection between old and new buildings. 

Figure 3.5 – Fábrica de Massas “Leões”. 

 

3.6 Other examples of refurbished Industrial Heritage buildings 

3.6.1 Antigo Armazém Frigorífico de Bacalhau do Porto (Porto Refrigerator 

Warehouse) 

Background 

The origin of the refrigerator warehouses in Portugal was due to the importance of cod fish (bacalhau) 

in the Portuguese gastronomy and the problems associated to its conservation and distribution during 

the First Portuguese Republic (1910 to1926). 

Later, during Estado Novo (Second Portuguese Republic), the government created a comission, 

called Comissão Reguladora do Comércio do Bacalhau (CRCB) with the objective of reforming the 

storage, conservation and distribution of food, considering hygiene, control and trade and allowing the 

development of this activity and also, satisfying the population needs. 

Finally in 1936 a network of refrigerated buildings were projected for several cities of the country, 

although, in the end only a few were actually built. The building in Porto (described in this text) was the 

first one built and the one in Lisbon, which became the most iconic, is nowadays restored and houses 

Museu do Oriente. 

The refrigerator building in Porto was constructed in 1937 and opened in 1939, being a pioneer in 

innovation in its function and technology advance in the artificial refrigeration in Portugal, as well as in 

its monumental architecture. 
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Building Description 

Based in German models and designed by the engineer Fernando Yglesias d’Oliveira, the refrigerator 

warehouse in Porto was the first of this kind ever built in Portugal and it isa remarkable reinforced 

concrete building in Estado Novo (Second Portuguese Republic) architectural style. 

It is composed by two separate rectangular buildings with seven floors each.  The main and bigger 

building was destined for the refrigerator warehouse and the smaller was used as support to the main 

one. The two buildings were connected by a vertical construction in between the two. 

The main building structure was built in reinforced concrete beams and slabs, to support the weight of 

the stored goods. It was divided in fifty different refrigeration rooms and various food treatment areas, 

as well as storage zones, machinery rooms and even a gym for the workers, distributed by seven 

floors. On the main façade, which had almost no openings, there are three high relief sculptures made 

by the artist Barata Feyo, one of the Portuguese state weapon shield and the other two representing 

the codfish fishing activity, that are a symbol and part of the history of the building.  

The smaller building, with four floors, hosted the administration offices, social and technical areas and 

the management central office of the cold production. The structure was based in a reinforced 

concrete beams, pillars and slabs system and stone masonry walls, plastered and painted. 

Restoration/Rehabilitation 

Unfortunately, after being shutdown, the building remained unused during several years, being a 

target for many rehabilitation projects, as a center for media companies or a theater. Lastly, in 1995 a 

proposal was made to adapt the building for private housing. The advantaged location, on the Douro 

River banks was a crucial reason for the growing interest of the building for real estate investment. 

The heritage value of Armazem Frigorífico de Bacalhau do Porto was the first reason for being 

restored. It was considered a reference in the Estado Novo politic, social and architectonic extent, as 

well as an important mark of the industrialization history of the city. 

The first architectural proposals were denied and the building façades were protected and had to be 

maintained as they were, to avoid the adulteration of its historical identity. However, after several 

proposals, a solution was chosen, in which there would be openings on the south façade in a 

rectangular shape and not squared, as previously suggested. The sculptures were kept as originally. 

The building was quite damaged and in a growing state of degradation, although it was still in a 

possible to be reused after an intervention. In 2005, the building was converted, by architect Carlos 

Prata, in thirty three multifamily apartments, distributed by six floors and six commercial stores at the 

ground floor, The Armazem Frigorífico de Bacalhau do Porto was renamed to Douro’s Place, see 

Figure 3.6.1 b). 

There were three important architectural changes in the building after the intervention. One was the 

elimination of the vertical construction connecting the two buildings, since it had no impact and was no 
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longer used to connect the buildings. The second one was the opening of windows in the main 

building façades, in order to improve the lighting and the air flow inside the building. Finally the interior 

of both buildings was totally refurbished remaining no sign of the previous use of the building. 

Structurally, it was still physically possible to reuse the original structural system. The reinforced 

concrete beams and pillars, the walls and the slabs were all maintained. Only a few alterations were 

made do the structure, as the reformulation of the top floor slab and the removal of seven pillars, 

implying the reinforcement of the structure. 

 

a) – Antigo Armazém Frigorífico de Bacalhau (in 
1940). 

b) – Douro’s Place (in 2007). 

Figure 3.6  – Antigo Armazém Frigorífico de Bacalhau. 

 

3.6.2 Real Fábrica Social - Fundação José Rodrigues 

Background 

The Real Fábrica Social was founded by Jacinto José Gonçalves, in Alto da Fontinha, in 1846 and by 

the end of the XIX century, it was an important factory producing English hats, with two hundred 

employees. Together with Costa Braga, founded in 1866 in Rua da Firmeza, and another one in Rua 

dos Bragas, Real Fábrica Social was one of the last three hat factories in Porto. By the time men 

stopped wearing hats, before the Second World War, all the hat factories closed in the city, although 

some of the factories remained active, producing plastic for a few years. The name Real was added 

later, after a visit of King D.Manuel II to Porto in 1908. It closed in 1914. 

In the beginning of the XX century, it became a weaving factory named Topim, Lda. that closed in 

1976. The manufacturing activity in the building finally finished in 1986, becoming the artistic atelier of 

José Rodrigues together with other artists. 

José Rodrigues was born in Luanda, in 1936, and is one of the biggest Portuguese sculptors. He 

installed his office at the old Real Fábrica Social building and years later buys all the complex and 

turns it into a foundation, named after himself, in 2009. 
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Currently, besides the José Rodrigues Foundation and atelier, the complex hosts artistic and creative 

areas, as other sculptors ateliers, a theatre company and a ballet dancing school. 

Building Description 

Originally the old Real Fábrica Social had four main buildings, where nowadays are located the 

galleries, a shop, the cafeteria and the theatre area, and another one in the back, where the workshop 

and the José Rodrigues artistic collection is located. Behind the workshop there is another building, 

today unoccupied and only currently used to expose graffiti art. The whole complex area is of around 

5000 m2. 

During the Real Fábrica Social activity, a social neighbourhood was built to shelter the workers. Their 

houses had a small backyard for production of fruits and vegetables. This neighbourhood is still 

existing. 

On the left of the Foundation and in front of the galleries, there are a few buildings more modern. 

These were built to be used as a residence for the Topim Factory owners and their two sons. Today, 

José Rodrigues and his family are living inside these buildings, after being abandoned for ten years. 

The buildings were built in stone masonry and timber truss roofs, supported on the lateral walls. 

Restoration/Rehabilitation 

Since February 2009, the José Rodrigues Foundation is settled in around 1.300 m2 of covered area of 

the old factories, and infrastructures to support its activity which are: exhibition rooms, multipurpose 

rooms, a shop and a cafeteria. 

The buildings were restored and rehabilitated, preserving the identity of the factories and of its 

architecture. The stone masonry walls were plastered and repainted and the timber roof truss 

structure was treated and restored. New openings were done on the roof to allow more light inside the 

large areas with no direct natural light. 

  

a) – Façade of the building. 

Source: http://www.feelporto.com/ 

b) – Exhibition room. 

Source: http://www.porto.taf.net/ 
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c) – José Rodrigues’ workshop. 

Source: http://migveltepes.blogspot.pt/ 

d) – Detail of timber roof. 

Source: http://ruasdoporto.blogspot.pt/ 

Figure 3.7 – Real Fábrica Social – Fundação José Rodrigues. 

3.6.3 Fábrica de Conservas Brandão Gomes (Canned Food Factory) and 

Empresa Nacional de Chapelaria (Hat National Company) 

Other two examples of successful rehabilitation of industrial buildings are Fábrica de Conservas 

Brandão Gomes and Empresa Nacional de Chapelaria. 

Fábrica de Conservas Brandão Gomes was a factory, in Espinho, destined to produce canned food, 

being canned sardines the main product. The factory building was constructed in 1876, and can be 

seen in Figure 3.8 a). It became the biggest canned food producer in Portugal, also exporting to Africa 

and Brazil. It had a great impact in the city of Espinho, since it employed a considerable number of 

people, retaining most of the fish in the region, and stimulating the industrial progress by introducing 

electricity, the telephone and telegraph.  

The building has an imposing façade that became a mark of Espinho. The interior was divided in large 

rooms destined for each process of production or by ingredient used. The structure was made in stone 

masonry walls and timber truss roofs supported by cast iron pillars where the spans demanded. 

The factory closed during the 1950’s and it is property of the government since 1988. The factory was 

very degraded and was demolished, except the central building which was rehabilitated and it is now 

the Municipal Museum of Espinho, see Figure 3.8 b). 
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a) – Factory building in 1910. b) – Current Museum building. 

Figure 3.8 – Fábrica de Conservas Brandão Gomes. 

 

In São João da Madeira, was founded the Empresa Industrial de Chapelaria, a very successful hat 

factory. The factory always had the concern of producing modern products with innovative processes 

and high technology of the time. It had a great impact in the economic and social development of the 

region. Finally, in 1995, due to economic difficulties, the production of hats is ceased and the factory 

closes during the following year. 

The building was constructed in 1914 and is a significant example of industrial architecture. An 

electrical power station to supply the whole factory’s production areas. The building was recovered by 

São João da Madeira Town Hall and was rehabilitated as the Museum of Hat’s Industry. All the interior 

structure is new, except the façade and the walls that were kept. It is a way to perpetuate the 

knowledge of the hat production and the history of the factory and the industry.  

 

a) – Factory building in 1910. b) – Current Museum building. 

Figure 3.9 – Empresa Industrial de Chapelaria. 
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4. EXAMPLES OF INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS IN NORTHERN PORTUGAL 

(CURRENTLY OUT OF USE) 

 
As referred earlier, many of the industrial heritage buildings existent in Portugal are neglected and in 

disrepair. This is due to the lack of interest in this kind of constructions and to the economic difficulties 

the country is going through. Some owners, especially private ones, are not interested or financially 

capable of maintaining the buildings after the factory ceased its function, though it still embrace a 

memory and evidence of the industry once prominent. 

Some interesting cases of industrial buildings, currently out of use, in the north of Portugal will be 

explored in this chapter and serve as valuable examples that should be recovered and maintained as 

a testimony of the industrial development in this part of the country. Sadly, in some cases, a physical 

visit inside the perimeters of the factories was not possible due to the disinterest of the owners in 

taking care and preserving the buildings. 

The examples chosen became a symbol of the region or even the country during the industrialization 

phase in Portugal. Each one of them was pioneer in the production of a certain product in an 

innovative form, using new technologies, in the energy sources or in the machinery and original 

processes used. In the end, all had a significant and positive impact in the economic, cultural and 

social development of the area where they are located. 

The buildings transmit the history throughout its architecture, structures, constructive methods, 

materials, and all the changes and interventions undertaken after. By the end of the XIX century, the 

use of cast iron pillars in industrial buildings was quite common, as seen in some of the examples 

presented in this chapter, like Companhia Aurifícia, Fábrica de Cerâmica das Devezas, Fábrica de 

Fiação e Tecidos do Rio Vizela and also in the examples previously presented in Chapter 3. Other 

characteristic features in industrial buildings from this period are the use of masonry walls in the 

façades combined with timber trussed roofs or less often with metallic glazed roofs. With this 

combination, it was possible to obtain large free areas to dispose the needed big machinery, for 

example, in textile factories or foundries. The option for using timber roofs probably resulted from the 

experience obtained in England with the fast reduction of strength in metallic roofs under fire 

conditions (Bussel, 1999).  

In particular, the Freixo Power Station shows a peculiar diversity of architecture styles and 

constructive typologies. The interventions and new buildings constructed along the time show the 

industrial progresses in terms of energy sources, use of construction materials and constructive 

methods. In this complex, it is possible to observe the main constructive trends in industrial buildings 

ranging from the end of the 19th century until the second half of the 20th century.  
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Finally, the Porto Industrial Slaughterhouse transmits the identity of the innovative progresses of the 

time in Europe, using a German Offenbach style to base the type of construction chosen. 

In the following pages, each one of these buildings will be described in more detail. 

4.1 Companhia Aurifícia 

Background 

Companhia Aurifícia was one of the first metallurgic companies in Portugal, founded by the time the 

industrial revolution was reaching the country. The factory started by producing jewellery, sacred 

works and small utensils as cookware, which required talented technique and great artistic sensibility. 

It started in 1864 as a public enterprise, however, in 1869, it became an anonymous company. A 

group of innovative men from Porto, Pedro Augusto da Costa , Alberto Augusto Correia , Jose Dias de 

Almeida, Joaquim Rodrigo Pinto and Miguel Corado e Silva, going against the traditional way of 

business, invested in new machinery from England, Germany and Portugal (Jacinto Ramos). They 

also brought specialized workers from England to Portugal, with the purpose of educating the local 

workers. 

By the beginning of the XX century, Companhia Aurifícia was already a prestigious company in the 

national and international markets, thanks to the innovative thinking and new technology. One of the 

personalities that most contributed to the evolution of Companhia Aurifícia was Joaquim Rodrigo 

Pinto, the first administrator of the company, whose tribute bust can be seen at the main entrance of 

the factory. 

As the factory grew and exported products to international markets, it got several trophies and national 

and international awards, as the one granted during the Crystal Palace exposition (1877) due to the 

company’s silverwork. 

It finally closed in 2006 and most buildings included in the complex are not used in the present 

situation. 

Building Description 

Initially, Companhia Aurifícia was established in three buildings. To follow the company’s growth the 

complex was later increased to include the administrator’s house, the manager’s office, stores, and 

production areas for each of the specific processes the products had to go through. 

All buildings have different characteristics depending on the purpose for which they were built. Some 

areas are surrounded by huge windows and openings allowing the entrance of light, ideal for thorough 

works that require great visual detail, as jewelleries. Other areas are characterized by big open areas 

for the location of the bigger machinery. These areas were built in stone masonry walls and cast iron 

pillars, allowing the construction of a structure with long spans and high ceilings in timber strusses. In 
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one of the areas there is also a mezanine timber structure  supported by cast iron pillars. Other 

buildings are built in stone masonry walls with timber roof trusses.  

The buildings went through various interventions along the time, making the structure a very complex 

one, with diferent materials, functions and uses. See Figure 4.1. 

Currently the complex is out of use, showing some problems in the timber roofs and floors and in a 

potential state for further degradation, if maintenance will not be given the deserved importance.  

Many ideas and projects have been suggested, as one of architects Graça Correia and Eduardo 

Souto Moura, during 2000 and the European Capital of Culture in 2001, intended to transform the 

factory buildings in an artistic complex, including a museum, artistic studios, galleries and exhibition 

rooms. Unfortunaly, it was never approved by Porto Municipality. 

  

a) – Façade of Companhia Aurifícia. 

Fonte: Universidade do Porto 

b) – Interior of a building in Companhia Aurifícia. 

Fonte: SA7, SAHC, U. Minho, 2014. 

Figure 4.1 – Companhia Aurifícia. 

4.2 Fábrica de Cerâmica das Devesas (Devezas Ceramic Factory) 

Background 

The Devezas Ceramic Factory, located in Vila Nova de Gaia, in the south shore of Douro River, was 

founded by António Almeida da Costa around 1865. It was once one of the biggest and most 

successful ceramic factories in the Iberian Peninsula. In the beginning of the XX century, the Devezas 

Ceramic Factory dominated the market of azulejo, ceramic statues and ornaments, cast iron artefacts 

and marble works. These products were widely used and a unique contribution to the architecture 

across the country. The Devezas Ceramic Factory was a remarkably versatile factory that made a 

connection between the old and the new ceramic production technologies, the artistic and the 

industrial. Unfortunately it was finally closed during the 1980’s.  

The factory became a huge industrial complex, uniting the best artists at the time, like the honorable 

sculptor and ceramist José Joaquim Teixeira Lopes, leading to participations in international 
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exhibitions where they gained awards and recognition. This artistic sensibility, along with their own 

made machinery, iron foundry and personalized services, made the Devezas Ceramic Factory one of 

the most emblematic and high quality companies in Portugal, when it was at its highest production 

capacity. 

Besides the association with José Joaquim Teixeira Lopes, the factory complex owes its success to 

the intelligent strategy of horizontal business concentration, the association between art and industry, 

the great quality of the industrial equipment and the exploitation of the nearby railway line. 

Building Description 

The complex is divided in two areas, from north to south, also connected by tunnels. The first area 

covers the industrial spaces and warehouses which are in an advanced degraded and vandalized 

state, and recently suffered partial collapses which uncovered centennial ovens leaving them roofless. 

The other area consists in the main housing and social services, as a kindergarten and a nursing 

home and the workmen neighborhoods. This area is nowadays under Misericórdia de Gaia and 

maintenance is being done.  

Along the years of evolution of the company, it grew from a simple masonry building, to a large 

complex of offices, large work rooms in two or three floor buildings, large warehouses, ceramic ovens, 

and even a worker’s neighborhood, a kindergarten and a nursing home. It expanded in area, following 

the construction progress and adapting the company buildings as needed. 

The buildings were mainly built in stone masonry, with timber truss roofs and Marseille ceramic tiles 

(their own production). The structure in the interior of the buildings varies from timber or cast iron 

framed structures of pillars and beams, sometimes these two materials mixed together, as both timber 

and cast iron pillars were used in at least one of the rooms. Most pavements were made in a timber 

structure with supporting beams. Although in some rooms, both pavement and walls were built in brick 

masonry, material produced by their own ovens in Devezas Factory. Also the ceramic tiles produced 

inside were largely used on the walls and façades, besides its main purpose, it was also serving as a 

display of the products for the sight of the clients. 

In 1991 the city of Vila Nova de Gaia tried to classify the industrial complex as valuable industrial 

heritage but the bureaucracy is delaying the process. The preservation of these industrial structures is 

of major importance for the study and understanding of the ceramic industry and foundry in Portugal, 

because of the factory significance in the Portuguese architecture and sculpture history. 

The complex is now abandoned, partially demolished and forgotten. The current state of the building 

can be seen in Figure 4.2. In some parts of the buildings, the decay is irreversible. 
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a) – South façade of Devezas Factory. b) – Visible degradation of Devezas Factory. 

Figure 4.2 – Fábrica de Cerâmica das Devezas. 

4.3 Central Termo-Eléctrica do Freixo (Thermo Electrical Power Station) 

Background 

The growing need for supply of electrical energy in Porto region demanded an investment and 

strategy to build a Thermoelectrical Reserve Power Station in the city. The project was coordinated by 

the Electric Portuguese Union in 1925, assuring the provision of electricity during the drought periods 

of Lindoso Station, as well as expanding business and increase in the number of clients. 

The Power Station construction included the installation of 35 km of High Tension lines and 

specialized equipment to produce thermal energy, as many national and international power stations. 

The purpose of the Electric Portuguese Union was not only to manage the various power stations they 

owned, but also to cope with the requirements of the population and to deliver the requested electrical 

energy, expanding the energy network, especially because the industry was in crescent growth at the 

time. 

During the 1930’s, the Electric Portuguese Union constructed a boundary wall to mark their territory 

and to help supporting new buildings to host offices, administration areas and a warehouse. 

Furthermore, the energy lines were enlarged to 988 km. By the 1940’s, with the help of the 

Portuguese Government, it becomes a very important organization of production and distribution of 

electrical energy in the country. 

In 1947, the Freixo Industrial Company creates a factory for production of calcium carbide. By the 

1950s the Electric Portuguese Union had to expand the Power House facilities and the famous 

Architect Januário Godinho was chosen to design the new buildings. 

The Thermal Power Station was disabled in the 1960’s, but the Freixo Industrial Company and all 

other equipment responsible for receiving and distributing the electrical energy are still in use. In the 
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1970’s the north façade of the Power Station was partially demolished to accommodate a new 

building. 

The buildings are now holding the IEFP (Institute for Professional work) offices. 

Building Description 

The area is located on the right margin of Douro River and covers various building types including 

engine rooms, office buildings, workshops and warehouses. The initial buildings, shown in Figure 4.3, 

were designed by the engineer Bernardo Corte-Real in 1927. Each one of the three buildings had its 

own cylindrical chimney of around 30.5 meters high. 

 

Figure 4.3 – Thermal Power Station drawings. 

Fonte: AHMP. Licença de obras nº 578/1927. 

 

By the 1940’s, concrete was already the widely chosen material for almost any kind of construction. 

The new structures, constructed next to the Power Station older building, by Januário Godinho, were 

built in reinforced concrete and brick walls. One of the structures is built in a concrete frame, using 

pillars and beams, both with rectangular section. This structure walls were filled in brick and supported 

a roof also in concrete, where the beams show a rectangular variable section, larger at the support 

points. The concrete roof beams support a concrete plate, open in some areas for light entrance.  

The new complex, created in the late 1940’s, consisted in a factory and several annexes, for the 

workshop, a lime kiln, offices, laboratories, changing and washing facilities, and a cooling tower. The 

building was constructed in reinforced concrete in a framed type of structure. The 1940’s buildings can 

be seen in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 – Buildings constructed during the 1940’s. 

 

In May 1950 the roofing cover of the coal storage area was constructed in corrugated fibrocement 

sheets supported by steel trusses. 

Another adjacent building, also built in a concrete frame filled with bricks, has a different and very 

peculiar roof structure. It is a thin sheet made of concrete and folded in a wavy shape, allowing longer 

spans to be constructed. Some of the roof details can be seen in Figure 4.5. 

  

Figure 4.5 – Details of the 50’s building roof. 

 

The concrete roof structure suffered some minor damages, such as cracks, detachment, efflorescence 

and corrosion of the reinforcement bars. It was evident that water infiltration was a major problem and 

the cause for most of the damages in the concrete structure. 
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4.4 Matadouro Industrial do Porto (Porto Industrial Slaughterhouse) 

Background 

Located on the east side of the town, the construction of the building for the new slaughterhouse 

resulted from the need to replace the old and inadequate S. Diniz slaughterhouse, located in a more 

central part of Porto town. The location was chosen taking into consideration the proximity to the city 

center, however quiet and not so populated, and the close connection to the railways and roads. Also 

of major importance was the possibility of collecting water and draining the residual liquids easily, as 

well as the spatial possibility of expanding the building. 

The construction of the building was influenced by the Offenbach style, also known as the German 

system, following all the most modern conceptions and hygiene rules of the time, and opened officially 

in 1932, although it was already functioning in 1923. 

This slaughterhouse had a major importance during its working time, since it was serving more than a 

million people, living in Gondomar, Maia, Santo Tirso, Vila Nova de Gaia, Matosinhos and Valongo, 

producing around 12 to 13 tons per year. 

It is currently used as a warehouse by the Porto City Hall and by the Animal Protective Association. 

The Porto City Hall already shared the intention of installing a Business Center for small and medium 

companies. 

Building Description 

The total area is of 30 000 m2 and has various different buildings intended for different purposes. The 

main hall is constructed in reinforced concrete walls, with a vaulted roofing structure in concrete 

supported by the walls and concrete beams. One of the lateral areas displays a central corridor 

sustained by lateral arches, and a particular timber roof structure. 

Clearly, there were several interventions on the building with presents different architectural styles and 

construction techniques and materials. The different roof structure details can be seen in the Figure 

4.6. 

The building is currently out of use and presents some damage that results from lack of maintenance 

and water infiltrations, especially on the roofing structures.  
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Figure 4.6 – Façade and different roof types in Porto Slaughterhouse. 

4.5 Fábrica de Fiação e Tecidos do Rio Vizela (Wiring and Fabrics Factory of 

Rio Vizela) 

Background 

The Wiring and Fabrics Factory of Rio Vizela was opened in São Tomé de Negrelos, Santo Tirso 

during 1845. It was the first modern industrial facility in the area, Vale do Ave. It had a huge impact in 

the landscape and on the social development of the region, changing the habits of a very rural 

population. This historical event in Northern Portugal shows how late the industrialization was 

developing in Vale do Ave, especially when compared to England or even other regions of Portugal. 

The business was founded by eleven men with several backgrounds, industrialists, investors, 

technicians and business men, almost all from Porto. It started as a small wiring factory, with the only 

aim of working on the cotton wire imported from England. Using the water energy to provide for the 

machinery and a couple of years later, the small factory was importing cotton wool, directly from the 

United States of America and Brazil to make the wire and the fabrics themselves. 

The construction of the first building began in October 1845 and later another four story building was 

built to host the wiring production and the offices, the later based in the English textile settings. The 

business was successful and the factory was able to profit along the years, to increase the property of 
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the factory to the other side of Vizela River and, from 1892, to expand the commercial activity to the 

African colonies. 

The Fábrica de Fiação e Tecidos do Rio Vizela is responsible for the railway connection in Negrelos 

and for supporting the rehabilitation works on the road connecting to the town of Santo Tirso. Also, the 

factory, known for caring, had a big social impact on its working class. It created health services and 

constructed houses for the workers. 

In 1895 the factory installed a turbine for the use of electrical energy, but only in 1908, after the 

construction of Caniço Hidroelectrical Power Station it gained enough energy power to increase 

considerably the production. During the following years the Rio Vizela Factory continued growing and 

became the biggest industry in the region, originating employment to thousands of people. 

In 1911 there was a fire that destroyed a considerable part of the factory facilities, and two workers 

were killed. This implied a reconstruction more directed and concerned with safety measures, 

including fire protection, as fire resisting materials and emergency exits. 

During 1995, there were several commemorations of the 150 years of the factory. To celebrate, a live 

museum was created and the complex received hundreds of visitors. It was so successful that an idea 

came up to create a Textile Industry Museum in Santo Tirso. However, it was never materialized. 

Finally, in 2001, after being under a failed restructuration, the factory was bankrupted and closed. 

Building Description 

The industrial complex covers a total area of 135 thousand cubic meters, along the two banks of 

Vizela River, both on Negrelos and Vila das Aves side. 

This huge complex was constructed in different phases that become clear when the differences 

between the several buildings are observed. It was possible to find smaller constructions in stone 

masonry walls and timber truss roof structures, sometimes to serve as power houses near the river, or 

warehouses for tools and smaller equipment. Clearly more recent, framed structures, totally built in 

concrete, were also part in the complex, some used for the administration offices and the new 

canteen. 

The production building was constructed in a higher ground and occupying a large area. It was 

composed of several smaller areas, built along the life of the factory with different constructive 

materials and techniques, all connected with each other. All walls were built in thick masonry walls. 

Some areas had two floors, the ground floor and a basement underground.  

One of the largest areas of the production building was built in cast iron pillars supporting a saw like 

roof in a timber truss and glass. Also this area suffered interventions, as new walls and the covering of 

some of the cast iron pillars. Unfortunately this area is one of the most damaged in the building, where 

only a few of the cast iron pillars are still standing. Some images of this area can be seen in Figure 

4.7. 
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a) – Old picture of production room. b) – Same area currently destroyed. 

  

c) – The few cast iron pillars still standing. d) – Detail of the cast iron pillar. 

Figure 4.7 – Production building, cast iron pillars area. 

 

Another interesting area of the production building was made in concrete pillars, beams and a 

triangular concrete structure supporting the saw like roof. This construction presents some water 

caused damage, however is still in quite good condition. See Figure 4.8. 
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a) – Concrete structure room. b) – Concrete structure corridor. 

Figure 4.8 – Production building, concrete roof area. 
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5. CASE STUDY: SABOARIA E PERFUMARIA CONFIANÇA 

Fábrica Confiança was a well-known factory located in the city of Braga, with great notoriety and 

reputation. It was built close to the city centre, in an urbanized area and along the years became an 

important part in the life of many people, as workers, clients, and people living in the area. The 

building’s façade is surely a land mark in the region and stands out in the middle of such a busy and 

built-up street. It remains a remarkable example of industrial architecture from the beginning of the XX 

century that deserves to be preserved. 

The choice of Fábrica Confiança as case study for this thesis was made considering the building 

industrial history, constructive characteristics and potential for future reuse. All these facts contributed 

to the selection, although the main and final reason was its potential to be rehabilitated and 

reintroduced for the use of the city and its people. With this purpose, the building with be analysed in 

general, and a specific part of it in more detail. 

5.1 Historical Survey 

 
Figure 5.1 – Confiança brand logo. 

 
On the October 12th 1894, Saboaria and Perfumaria Confiança was born and established in Rua Nova 

de Santa Cruz, Braga, by Rosalvo da Silva Almeida e Manuel dos Santos Pereira. The brand logo is 

depicted in Figure 5.1. Starting by producing exclusively Offenbach soap, the company quickly gained 

a privileged reputation due to the importance and efforts done towards the final quality of the products, 

which led to expand the production of the Fábrica Confiança to fine soap and fragrances.  

The year 1910 marked the beginning of a new prosper phase of the Confiança company. The high 

entrepreneurship spirit of Confiança leaders and their trust in the clients fidelity, gave them the 

courage to bet on new brands with original formulas and design, therefore enlarging the production to 

high quality cosmetics. Also the social changes happening in Portugal at the time, the importance 

given to industrial activity and international events, as the World War I (1914-1918), allowed the 

company to develop new working techniques, enlarging the company’s plant, to expand the business 

and even to produce its own packages in the facilities by adding a typography. 
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All these improvements and expansions demanded more space. After successive interventions, 

various enlargements in the production, finishing and packaging areas and establishment of additional 

storage areas, finally around 1918 the old facilities were demolished and the new building was 

constructed. Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of the company’s facilities, from a small workshop, in 

1894, to the imposing building that exists today. The lower image, of 1944, also shows some annexes 

in the back part of the building, however it is not sure that they actually existed since in the present 

there is no evidence left by them. 

 
Figure 5.2 – Fábrica Confiança, facilities evolution. 

Source: http://www.confiancasoaps.com/ 

 

By 1920 the new building was complete, only with some later additions, as the acquisition of the back 

terrains, the new wings and the improvement of the interior facilities. Figure 5.3 shows the façade and 

the production area. Later, as the company was growing and increasing the production, interventions 

and modifications were implemented in the building, especially during the 1950’s and 1960’s, when 

the company was going through one of the most prosperous phases of its life, and becoming the 

production leader of soap in Portugal.  
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a) – Old picture of the façade. 

Source: http://bragamais.blogspot.pt/ 

b) – Machines production area. 

Source: Araújo, Miguel – Indústrias de Braga. 

Figure 5.3 – Old picture of the façade. 

 

By the 1980’s Fábrica Confiança was still improving products recipes and creating new ones, keeping 

up with the necessities of the clients. However, the development of the liberalization of European 

commerce transit had a negative impact in the company, reducing the production. 

Then, in 2009, Fábrica Confiança was purchased by Ach Brito, another successful and old company in 

the soap industry, and the building in Rua Nova de Santa Cruz was abandoned. Nowadays, Confiança 

products are still produced with the traditional packages and typography previously used in Braga. 

Since 2009 there have been small fires and robberies damaging the building, although the biggest 

problem and cause of degradation is the abandon and lack of maintenance. 

More recently the factory building was purchased by Braga Municipality and there has been a growing 

interest in rehabilitating the space. Competitions already took place and many suggestions and ideas 

were given for the new use of the building. However, nothing has yet been done. 

5.2 Building Description 

The structure, constructed by the end of the 1910’s, still preserves part of its original identity, although 

many interventions and alterations were made throughout the last century. 

The building organization separated the production areas on the western side and the packaging and 

administration areas on the centre and the eastern side. The production area occupied the ground 

floor and a mezzanine that surrounds the first floor office area, overlooks to the tanks and production 

areas. On the eastern part of the building, at the ground floor, were located the areas for finishing and 

packaging of the product, see Figure 5.4. The administration offices were on the first floor, an 

advantageous place to control all the production phases. 
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Figure 5.4 – Packaging and finishing production. 

Source: http://www.confiancasoaps.com/ 

 

The external walls and most of the internal walls were constructed in granite stone masonry. The 

larger areas were strengthened with granite columns and, in some cases, with cast iron pillars to 

support the long spans of the first floor pavements, see Figure 5.5.  

 

Figure 5.5 – Room with cast iron pillars. 

 

The replacement of part of the structure by reinforced concrete was common during the XX century in 

old buildings and Fábrica Confiança was no exception. There are large strengthened areas of 

reinforced concrete that were constructed to hold the big tanks for soap production, as presented in 

Figure 5.6. Also, some of the original timber pavements were replaced by reinforced concrete ones.  
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Figure 5.6 – Room with the soap production tanks. 

 

The slabs were originally built with timber squared beams that still exist in most areas. This type of 

timber pavement, built in a wooden beam structure and parquet was the common constructive solution 

during the 30’s of the XX century. Later, these wooden floors were replaced in some areas, by solid 

reinforced concrete slabs. Figure 5.7 shows a scheme of the areas still with the original timber 

structure and the areas where it was replaced by concrete. 

 

Figure 5.7 – Areas of timber and reinforced concrete slab. 

 

The roof was originally a timber trussed structure with ceramic tiles, typical at the time of construction, 

but was then sawed and replaced by a steel truss structure and fibrocement sheets. This replacement 
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was carried out in all building roofs. Part of the old timber trusses can still be seen, as show the 

remains visible in Figure 5.8. 

  

a) – New roof. b) – Detail of disabled timber truss. 

Figure 5.8 – Roofing. 

5.3 Geometrical Survey 

The building of Fábrica Confiança is located in an urbanized area, close to the city center of Braga. 

The building is quite large, covering an area of around 3000 m2 (see Figure 5.9). The area analyzed in 

detail will be the main façade and a smaller part of the building interior whose position in the building is 

identified in Figure 5.9. The geometry and disposition of structural elements can be seen in Figure 

5.10. The area analyzed is of 24,6 m length and 13,3 m to 14,6 m width. 

 
Figure 5.9 – Aerial view of the building (study area in red square). 

Source: maps.google.pt 

 

In overall, the building is quite complex and presents several different materials and structural 

elements. Some of them were introduced later by interventions or modifications suffered during the 

building life. 
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In Figure 5.10 a), a plan of the study area can be seen, including the main dimensions of the stone 

masonry walls and stone pillars. In Figure 5.10 b), the numbering used for the stone columns and cast 

iron pillars is shown. 

 

 

a) – Plan of the study area, with general 
dimensions. 

b) – Location of the stone columns and cast iron 
pillars. 

Figure 5.10 – Plan of the study area. 

5.3.1 Main Façade (South) 

The main façade of the building, located facing the south direction, is, as referred before, the most 

iconic part of the Confiança Factory. It has a central façade with a large gate, corresponding to the 

complex main entrance, and a balcony on the first floor. It is the most decorated part of the building. 

On both sides of the building main entrance, the façade repeats itself in a simpler disposition of large 

windows on the ground and first floor. It was constructed in stone masonry and plastered. A 

photograph montage and general dimensions can be seen in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 – Main façade of the building. 

5.3.2 Stone Masonry Walls 

The walls were constructed in stone masonry, with granite blocks and mortar joints. Its thickness, 

constant along the height of the walls, is of 65 cm, on the north, south and west walls, and 75 cm on 

the east wall, see Figure 5.11 a). The masonry walls are 8,0 m high, reaching two floors. The walls 

were photographed, on the ground floor level, and can be seen in Figure 5.12. 

 

a) – Stone Masonry Wall (South). 

 

b) – Stone Masonry Wall (East). 
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c) – Stone Masonry Wall (North). 

 

d) – Stone Masonry Wall (West). 

Figure 5.12 – Stone masonry walls. 

 

The south stone masonry wall, of 14,6m long, is the only external walls and is located on the main 

façade. It includes four large windows facing the street of about 2,4 m x 2,3 m, along the whole length 

of the wall. The other three walls are internal. The east wall is 24,7 m long and has two doors of 1,2 m 

wide. It also shows remains of a staircase on the northern part. On the south stone masonry wall there 

are two window openings in the central part of 2,1 m x 2,1 m, a large door on the west and the 

remains of a door on the east, currently closed by the use of bricks. Finally the west stone masonry 

wall has a 1,2 m wide door on the north and a larger 3,0 m wide door at the centre. 

5.3.3 Stone Columns 

As can be seen in Figure 5.10 b) there are six stone columns in the room. The columns were built in 

granite stone blocks and have a squared section of 40 cm per 40 cm. The covering is made of cement 

plaster on top and plain white ceramic tiles on the lower part. A photograph and the dimensions of the 

stone columns can be seen in Figure 5.13.  
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a) – Stone Column photo. b) – Stone column dimensions. 

Figure 5.13 – Stone columns. 

 

Stone columns nº2 and 4 are supporting a steel beam that seems to have been introduced later in the 

structure, and is making the connection between them and the timber structure, as can be seen in 

Figure 5.14. 

 

Figure 5.14 – Steel beam resting on stone columns nº2 and 4. 
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5.3.4 Cast Iron Pillars 

Besides the six stone columns, there are also two cast iron pillars supporting the timber pavement. 

These two elements are originated by Fundição da Trindade (Porto), as it was visible on the 

inscription on the bottom of each column. Unfortunately no date was marked on the pillar and it was 

not possible to discover when they were fabricated and installed, although it is safe to assume they 

were cast during the end of the XIX century or the beginning of the XX century, since later the use of 

cast iron in construction was no longer common.  

The cast iron pillar has a variable circular and hollow section and the dimensions are described in 

Figure 5.15. To measure the thickness of the cast iron pillar, a very small hole was drilled and a thin 

steel string was introduced to mark the difference between the outer and inner thickness of the 

element. The thickness measured of the cast iron pillars is constant and of 17 mm.  

The cast iron pillar has a diameter of 12 cm at the height of 65 cm, from where it starts to decrease 

until 10 cm at the top height of 3,7 m. 

  

a) – Cast Iron pillar photo. b) – Cast Iron pillar dimensions. 

Figure 5.15 – Cast Iron pillars. 
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The cast irons pillars are a peculiar part of the structure of this room. It is not evident if they were 

introduced originally in the building or relocated to the current position later, since a previous 

connection with the timber slab (before the introduction of the steel beams) is not visible. Also these 

two pillars were the only metallic ones found in the building. The assumption given above concerning 

the introduction of the steel beams may also be applyed for the cast iron pillars. Unfortunately no 

record information on the subject was found on the research concerning the building history. 

The two cast iron pillars are supporting a second steel beam, similar to the one spanning between 

stone columns nº 2 and 4.  

5.3.5 Timber Pavement 

The pavement is built in a timber structure composed of beams and lateral bracing. The lateral 

bracing, besides clamping the timber beams is also used to fix the wooden parquet pavement on top. 

Also, there are two steel beams reinforcing the structure and resting on stone columns and cast iron 

pillars, as mentioned before.  

There is a main central beam (section 220 mm per 280 mm) located in the middle of the room, 

connecting the main (south) façade wall and the back (north) wall and supported by stone columns nº 

1, 3, 5 and 6 (See Figure 5.10 b and Figure 5.17). Perpendicular to the main beam there are smaller 

beams (section 150 mm per 280 mm) making the connection between the main beam and the side 

walls, spacing around 1,20 m.  

Due to the large spans and to prevent the lateral buckling of the timber elements, all the beams have 

lateral bracing. The spacing of the lateral bracing elements (section 120 mm per 280 mm) is of about 

1,70 m. There are also smaller lateral bracing elements (section 100 mm per 80 mm) on the top side 

of the beams, perpendicular to them, acting mostly as elements to fix the parquet pavement. An 

axonometric view of the structure can be found in Figure 5.16, and all the timber elements and steel 

bars positioned on the floor and their sections can be seen in detail in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.16 – Axonometric view of the structure. 
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Figure 5.17 – Timber pavement structure, element sections.  

 

All the timber structure elements are contributing to the improvement of the load distribution and 

reduction of the vibrations, as well as avoiding lateral buckling and creating a crossed structure to fix 

the top pavement. 

Also in the timber structure there are several signs of interventions made throughout the time that 

were identified:  

• Modification of the beams positions in some areas of the structure, not following the original 

layout; 

• Introduction of two steel beams strengthening the structure. One beam rests on the stone 

masonry façade wall and on stone columns nº2 and nº4. The other beam rests on the stone 

masonry façade wall and on cast iron pillars nº1 and nº2; 
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• Addition of steel blocks to reinforce the connections between the timber beam joints and the 

stone columns nº3 and nº5. See Figure 5.19, connection A1. 

5.3.5.1 Timber Structure connections 

The timber structure shows different types of connections, including beam/beam connections, 

beam/wall connections and beam/vertical supports connections. A comprehensive description of all 

the connections can be seen bellow. 

Timber beam joints were found to be quite simple. While the beam with the bigger section is 

continuous, the perpendicular smaller beam is connected to it by each end, resting on an indentation 

fit. The connection type used between beams is shown in Figure 5.18. 

 

Figure 5.18 – Detail of beam to beam connection. 

 

The main timber beam connections to one another, seemed to be originally reinforced with a 

horizontal steel plate fixed with bolts on the sides. See Figure 5.19, connections A1, A2 and A2’. 

The stone columns are not all connected to the timber pavement in the same manner. Stone columns 

nº 1, 3, 5 and 6 are supporting the main beam (central) of the pavement. Columns nº1 and 5 suffered 

a modification in this connection, since there is a metal block establishing the contact between the 

column and the beam and pavement, which seems to be posteriorly introduced. The connections to 

the timber floor on columns nº3 and nº6 seem to be original, since the connection is made with a 

timber capital that appears to be as old as the timber beam.  

The introduction of the steel beam to support the floor structure may indicate a change in the use of 

the upper floor leading to heavier loads than predicted during construction, which introduced larger 

deformations on the pavement. It seems to be a solution taken to reduce the deformation and 

vibration, and increase the stiffness of the timber structure. 

A detailed scheme of each connection and its position on the structure is shown in Figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19 – Detail of connections of timber pavement. 
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A – Connections between timber beams and stone columns: 

A1 - A block of four steel metallic profiles welded together was introduced between the stone column 

top and the beams. Also, there are four smaller metal elements connecting the metal block and the 

pavement on top, fixing the timber beams in place. 

A2 – A trapezoidal shaped timber block is connecting the stone column top to the timber beams, 

acting as a capital on the structure. A2’ – Similar as A2, however in a slightly different shape. 

A3 – Connection of the stone column top with a steel bar in between, strenghtening the timber 

element. 

A4 – End of steel bar, embedded on stone column, supporting the timber structure. 

B – Connections between timber beams and cast iron pillars: 

B1 – Connection between the timber beam and steel bar similar to A3, however supported by a cast 

iron pillar on the bottom. 

B2 – Timber elements resting on top of steel bar, the later supported by cast iron pillar in the end. 

C – Connections between timber beams and north/south walls: 

C1 – Timber beam simply supported on a perpendicular timber beam perpendicular and immediately 

next to the stone masonry wall. 

C2 – Steel bar embedded on the stone masonry wall with the timber beam perpendicular and 

immediately next to the stone masonry wall resting on it. 

C3 – Main central timber beam embedded on the stone masonry wall and supporting the timber beam 

perpendicular and immediately next to the stone masonry wall. 

C4 – Strenghtening of the connection between the stone masonry wall and the timber pavement 

structure by introducing a steel bar connecting the stone masonry and a timber beam in the structure. 

D – Connections between timber beams and west/east walls: 

D1 – Timber beam simply embedded in the stone masonry wall. 

D2 – Similar to D1, however including a reinforcement of the connection by the use of a plain steel 

plate. 

D3 – Similar to D2, but using an L shaped steel bar for reinforcement of the connection. 

5.4 Visual Inspection 

A visual inspection was performed during several visits to the building, and a photographic report can 

be seen in Annex 3. 
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The area analysed does not present serious or irreversible damages that may compromise the 

structure stability and it is generally in good condition except for some localized areas with specific 

damages and decay, which will be described below in detail. 

5.4.1 Damage Survey 

A damage survey was performed with the intent of identifying the main damages in the structure and 

its causes. Knowing the causes of damage and decay is an advantage to treat and target an 

intervention directly to the source of the problem, fixing it, instead of concealing the damage only until 

it manifests again, often in a more advanced stage. 

5.4.1.1 Main façade 

The main façade is not severely damaged, but some local damages and decay were detected and will 

be described next. Figure 5.20 complements the presented information. 

Damages found in the main façade due to material ageing and environmental effects: 

• Chromatic alteration: 

o Moist areas : moist areas are regions reached by water, either by rain or rising damp 

that keep a moisture content higher than normal. It was found mostly in the lower part 

of the walls and surrounding water sources, as broken downpipes. See Figure 5.20 a). 

• Deposits: 

o Soiling : It was possible to detect stains on the material surface retaining deposits of 

dirt originated from the outside. See Figure 5.20 b). 

o Graffiti : the surface of the material is painted, changing the appearance of the wall. 

Graffiti was found along the whole length of the façade, but only on the lower part, 

reachable by the pedestrians. See Figure 5.20 c). 

• Biological colonization: 

o Algae : microscopic vegetal organisms that can be found as powdery deposits. Algae 

can be found mainly in moistened areas. See Figure 5.20 d). 

o Plants : In particular areas of the façade it was possible to detect small plants growing, 

especially where mortar joints and wall/ground joints where decayed. This is mainly 

caused by lack of maintenance. See Figure 5.20 e). 

o Moss : vegetable organism that form small and soft green cushions, looking like dense 

micro-leaves. It was found on stone cavities and on joints, which are places frequently 

wet and shady. See Figure 5.20 f). 
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• Detachments: 

o Push out : some mortar joints were found to be lost, as the pointing was not adhering 

to the stone or bedding mortar. See Figure 5.20 g). 

• Loss of cohesion: 

o Crumbling : in some stones, the particles were no longer bound and the material is 

reduced to small pieces. See Figure 5.20 h). 

Damages found in the main façade due to mechanical effects: 

• Cracking: 

o Crack : a few isolated cracks were found on the façade. Mostly on opening corners 

and on the higher part of the building. See Figure 5.20 i). 

o Craquelé : the covering plaster on the façade shows a network of minor cracks. This 

rendering is probably originated by the drying shrinkage of the material. See Figure 

5.20 j). 

  

a) b) c) 

  

d) e) f) 
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g) h) i) 

  

 j)  

Figure 5.20 – Damages on main façade wall. 

 

5.4.1.2 Stone Masonry Walls 

The main causes for damages in old stone masonry structures are the material ageing and 

environmental effects and the mechanical effects, as referred before on the main façade damages. 

The stone masonry walls seem to be in good condition, although, several damages were detected in 

their interior face and on the covering plaster. All the damages found were localized and were not 

considered severe. These damages are described below and can be seen in Figure 5.21. 

Damages found in the stone masonry walls due to material ageing and environmental effects: 

• Chromatic alteration: 

o Moist areas : several moist areas were detected on the walls, mostly close to parts of 

the structure that are suffering infiltrations. See Figure 5.21 a). 

o Staining : many areas of the walls have lost its original colour and present stains of 

different pigmentation. Most stains seem to have been caused by previous wetting. 

See Figure 5.21 b). 
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• Deposit: 

o Soiling : It was possible to detect stains on the material surface retaining deposits of 

dirt. This is mainly caused by lack of use and maintenance, also by damaged 

elements that originate the dust. See Figure 5.21 c). 

o Efflorescence : deposits of white and powdery salt crystals were found on the walls. 

The soluble salt crystals are usually transported by water to the interior of the 

materials. See Figure 5.21 d). 

• Detachments: 

o Blistering : the plaster covering the masonry walls is detaching in the shape of 

hemispherical elevations from the face of the stone. See Figure 5.21 e). 

• Loss of cohesion: 

o Disintegration : some parts of the plaster are turning into a powdery material. It is the 

aggregates loose in the surface due to the loss of the binder. See Figure 5.21 f). 

Damages found in the main façade due to mechanical effects: 

• Deformation: 

o Overloading : it was found in the connections between a timber beam and the wall, 

where the covering plaster was being pushed out due to localized overloading. See 

Figure 5.21 g). 

• Mechanical damage: 

o Perforation : where perforations were done on the walls, the covering and part of the 

stone was damaged and removed, some also due to the corrosion of the metallic 

elements perforated. See Figure 5.21 h). 

   

a) b) c) 
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d) e) f) 

  

 

g) h)  

Figure 5.21 – Damages on main façade wall. 

5.4.1.3 Stone Columns 

The six stone columns show none or very little superficial damage. The stone inside seems to be in 

good condition, since no cracks or signs of deterioration are shown on the surface of the stone (when 

uncovered), nor affecting the surface of the plaster and tiles cover. The cover presents very small 

damages in the plaster and few broken tiles. On top of the stone column nº4 there is a biological event 

consisting of an animal nest. It can be seen in Figure 5.22. 

 

Figure 5.22 – Damage on stone column nº 4. 

5.4.1.4 Cast Iron Pillars 

Cast iron elements can be extremely strong and durable when used appropriately and protected from 

a negative environment. The cast iron pillars appear to be, generally, in good condition. However it is 
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possible to see the formation of a disperse layer of rust covering the surface of the material. See 

Figure 5.23. 

 

Figure 5.23 – Rust deterioration on the cast iron pillars. 

 

Rusting, or oxidation, is a chemical reaction that takes place when Iron (Fe) combined with oxygen (O) 

get in contact of water (H2O) and then form rust (Fe2O3). It is the most frequent and easily 

recognizable form of cast iron deterioration. The probability of rust occurring is usually dependent 

upon the degree of protection used to keep moisture from contacting with the metal, and the degree of 

moisture present in the air.  

Generally, the rusting cannot begin unless the relative humidity is at or above 65%. In the room 

analysed and during the site visits, the relative humidity was measured and it reached 82,5%. In this 

case, the humidity conditions were propitious to generate this problem.  

5.4.1.5 Timber Pavement 

In timber structures, the damages can be related to the natural ageing and environmental effects or to 

mechanical effects. However, the most important and more concerning damages in wood pavements 

are very often connected to the water presence and constructive defects. 

All the four types of beams presented good appearance and seemed to be in good state. No damages 

or several decay were detected locally. Some of the beams presented knots and other imperfections 

of timber, but none of these seemed to be affecting negatively the structure.  

Unfortunately, due to visual distance (the timber structure is 4,0 m high from the ground floor) and 

specially due to the white paint covering the beams, it was difficult to detect detailed smaller damages, 

as small timber imperfections in the timber elements. 

The damages found will be described next and can be observed in Figure 5.24. 

• Crack : a few beams presented longitudinal cracks following the wood fibres. It seems to be 

caused by bending. 

• Burn : a part of the timber pavement had suffered from a fire and it was severely damaged. 
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• Moisture : some areas of the timber structure presented moisture stains, caused by 

infiltrations and water concentrations. 

 

  

a) b) 

 

c) 

Figure 5.24 – Damages in the timber structure. 

 

5.5 Material Characterization 

It is not possible to evaluate safely and effectively a structure without a proper knowledge of the 

characteristics and properties of the materials used in its construction. 

In order to characterize the structure, elements and materials, Non-destructive and Minor-destructive 

tests were performed. NDT’s and MDT’s are used to estimate the mechanical properties or to detect 

hidden deterioration. These tests usually measure properties that are correlated to one or more 

mechanical characteristics.  
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5.5.1 Cast Iron 

The pillars were built in grey cast iron from Fundição da Trindade (Porto), but no mark with the 

material characteristics was found.  

The thickness of a gray iron element section has a great influence on the properties of the material. 

When the metal in the casting section is thicker, the casting will be more compact, and the liquid metal 

will solidify and cool slower in the formwork. In metals, a slower solidification origins the formation of a 

larger grain size, specifically, in gray iron, slower solidification forms a larger graphite flake size, thus a 

lower hardness in the metallic matrix. In this case, the analysed cast iron pillar has a 17 mm thickness 

and seems to be well solidified and with no visible production defects. 

To be able to characterize the cast iron material of the pillars, a hardness test was done on their 

surface. The hardness is the most common and easy method to evaluate this metal property and 

many of the useful properties of metals may be directly related to the hardness values. 

The cast iron pillars studied have a thickness of 17 mm, which is a rather small thickness and good 

hardness are to be expected, hence also a good tensile strength. 

Hardness test 

Metals can be characterized by measuring its hardness, which can be described as the resistance of 

the material to permanent deformation when a force is applied. Hardness can be correlated to ductility, 

strength, elastic stiffness, plasticity, strain, toughness, viscoelasticity and viscosity. The higher the 

material’s hardness, the greater its resistance to permanent shape change.  

The hardness test is a quick and practical NDT (Non Destructive Test), widely used for materials such 

as concrete, ceramics and metals. Particularly in existing structures, it has a great advantage over 

direct measurements of material’s strength since it barely leaves any damage. Hardness can be 

measured in three different types, as scratch hardness, indentation hardness and rebound hardness. 

The one that is going to be used in this test will be the indentation hardness. Indentation hardness 

measures the resistance of a material to its deformation by applying a constant load from a sharp 

specifically dimensioned object and, then, the indentation critical dimensions are measured and 

compared with a scale. The common used indentation hardness scales are Brinell, Vickers, Rockwell 

and Shore. Brinell scale was the chosen for testing the cast iron pillars, since it is easier to establish 

correlations to the material characteristics, as the tensile strength. 

On site, the Equotip Bambino 2 was used for testing. This portable hardness tester is based on the 

Leeb dynamic rebound hardness method, which principle consists in calculating the hardness value by 

comparing the energy of a test body before and after impacting on a sample. The impact body 

rebounds faster from harder materials and slower from softer materials. 

Using the Equotip Bambino 2 it was possible to read the results directly in the Brinell scale, setting the 

corresponding conversion mode. The area tested was previously polished as can be seen on the area 
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1 of cast iron pillar nº1 in Figure 5.25 a). The test was performed 20 times in each area. Figure 5.25 b) 

shows the equipment being used during the testing. 

 

 

a) – Tested area 1 (before and after preparation) on cast iron pillar nº 1 

 

b) – Testing of cast iron hardness. 

Figure 5.25 – Hardness test on cast iron pillars. 

 

The results of the hardness test on the cast iron pillars can be seen on Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 – Results of hardness test, in Brinell scale. 

 

 Area tested 

 
1 2 3 4 

Number of 
tests 

212 229 257 257 

210 205 273 196 

196 191 241 238 

204 196 241 184 
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209 184 271 258 

202 193 281 276 

208 184 229 275 

203 165 246 184 

197 134 238 202 

206 196 242 270 

211 172 245 320 

196 181 252 239 

202 178 305 201 

204 219 238 194 

194 188 282 254 

206 205 279 248 

213 165 241 244 

198 195 282 213 

205 235 282 137 

206 184 240 290 

Average 204,1 189,95 258,25 234 

Standard 
Deviation 5,503635 22,35056 20,90185 43,08248 

Variation 
Coefficient  2,696539 11,76655 8,093651 18,41132 

 
 
The four areas present different results. Areas 1 and 2 correspond to cast iron pillar Nº1 and areas 3 

and 4 correspond to cast iron pillar Nº2.. The values obtained in cast iron pillar Nº1 and Nº2 present a 

significant difference between them, which is not expected, since both of seem were fabricated on the 

same foundry. Eventually they were not fabricated at the same time, considering the values obtained. 

It was noticeable, after polishing, that the area 2 had a more irregular surface, comparing to the other 

three areas polished. That said, it was expected that the hardness would present a higher variation 

coefficient. 

The hardness results were correlated to the tensile strength by using the Graph 5.1 and 5.2. The first 

graph was created by testing specimens produced in a specific foundry nº1 and the second in foundry 

nº2. Both graphs were used and an interpolation was performed to calculate an approximate value for 

the tensile strength of the cast iron pillars. 

According to the values measured, the approximate tensile strength is 225 MPa for cast iron pillar Nº1, 

and 300 MPa the cast iron pillar Nº2. The difference between the two pillars’ tensile strength is quite 

large, but since this is a qualitative, there is the need to repeat the test in a more substantial number of 

times and in several areas of the material to be able to draw a tendency. 
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a) Foundry 1 b) Foundry 2 

Graph 5.1 – Brinell hardness-tensile strength relationships. 

5.5.2 Timber 

Timber is a natural material with very special features. When using timber in construction, it has to be 

taken into consideration the hygroscopic, anisotropic and viscoelastic behavior of the material. 

Even though timber is a very resistant and durable material, when misused in construction or when 

damaged by water, fire or biological colonization, it can become extremely dangerous. 

The timber used was visually identified as Scots Pine (Pinus Silvestris L.), currently known in 

Portuguese by Casquinha or Pinho Nórdico. It is a coniferous wood and is commonly used in Portugal, 

for appliance in structures. 

To analyse the timber characteristic in more detail, some NDTs (Non Destructive Test) and MDTs 

(Minor Destructive Test) were performed in the beam elements of the structure. The tests executed 

were the Hygrometer, the Pilodyn and the Resistograph. 

The timber slab structure in Fábrica Confiança was tested in 4 different beams, as can be seen in 

Figure 5.26. The points tested were selected by area and where the access was easier, since it was 

very difficult (the floor parquet had to be lifted to perform the test from the top of the beams). 
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Figure 5.26 – Location of tested timber elements. 

 

Hygrometer (Moisture Meter) 

Moisture content is a very important condition of timber structures, since wood is very sensitive to 

water. Water affects timber mechanical characteristics and physical properties and is the cause of 

many problems. 

A Hygrometer is used to measure the approximate percentage of water content on a wooden element. 

The one used for testing was a moisture meter based on the electrical resistance of wood. It consists 

in driving two electrodes into the wood fibres and measuring the electrical resistance that is translated 

into moisture content on the output monitor of the device. The lower the electrical resistance of the 

wood fibres, the higher is the moisture content. 

The test was performed on the four beams referred before (Figure 5.26), the room temperature was 

around 20ºC, and the results are presented in the Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 – Hydrograph results. 

 Moisture content 

Beam 1 10,28% 

Beam 2 9,95% 

Beam 3 9,05% 

Beam 4 9,08% 

 

The results show that the moisture content in the four beams located in different areas of the 

pavement are very similar, thus, the moisture content in the whole structure can be considered to be 

around 9-10%. 

The water content has influence on the mechanical properties of timber, since the resistance and 

stiffness can increase with the drying of the wall. When the moisture content of timber reaches below 

6% is it possible to occur chemical and physical deterioration of the material. (Machado, 2009) Also, a 

high moisture content, minimum of 20%, in the timber can increase biological attack. 

Considering these limits, it can be admitted that the moisture content measured with the Hygrometer 

in the timber elements is not affecting negatively the structure. 

Pilodyn 

The Pilodyn is a testing equipment that allows to perform a surface dynamic indentation test. It uses a 

thin steel rod or pin of a given diameter, which is introduced into the wood by a dynamic force, usually 

caused by the release of a compressed spring. The test can give information about the superficial 

state of the wood structural element, as superficial density, resistance and decay. It depends on the 

moisture content, the direction of the measurement with regard to the internal layers and water 

presence. 

The device used of the testing was a PILODYN F6J Forest that can be seen in Figure 5.27. It is a 

mechanical instrument that shoots a thin steel rod of 2,5 mm in diameter against the tested surface 

with a constant energy. The Pilodyn device, quickly and easily, measures the depth of penetration of 

the driven rod into the wood surface. The instrument has a scale from 0 to 40 mm depth where the 

result of the measurement is displayed. 

 

Figure 5.27 – Pilodyn equipment. 
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The results of the test, which is the depth of penetration, can be quite well correlated to the density of 

the material surface. In wood, the density is one of the crucial characteristics, which is useful for 

predicting other material characteristics and its physical behaviour. 

The Pilodyn test was performed in the four beams referred above (Figure 5.26), considering a room 

temperature of 20ºC. The results are displayed in the Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 – Pilodyn Results, in [mm]. 

 
Results vertical Average Results horizontal Average Final Average 

Beam 1 9,0 9,0 9,0 9,0 10,0 8,5 8,0 8,8 8,9 

Beam 2 10,5 10,0 13,5 11,3 13,0 14,0 11,0 12,7 12,0 

Beam 3 8,0 9,0 9,0 8,7 no access 
 

8,7 

Beam 4 10,0 8,0 7,5 8,5 8,5 9,0 10,0 9,2 8,8 

 

The results of the Pilodyn test can give mostly a qualitative and superficial evaluation of the wood. The 

results seem to be coherent and show a good state of the material surface. 

The Pilodyn test results can also be correlated to estimate the density of the timber elements 

analysed. When having the density is it also so possible to find approximations with the bending 

strength and the modulus of elasticity. These three characteristics and properties of timber were 

calculates using graphs 5.2 a), b) and c) and the results can be seen in Table 5.4. 

 

a) – Relationship between the depth of penetration and density. 
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b) – Relationship between the density and bending strength. 

 

c) – Relationship between the density and modulus of elasticity. 

Graph 5.2 – Correlations with density, bending strength and modulus of elasticity, using the Pilodyn 
results. 

Table 5.4 – Results of correlations using Pilodyn test. 

 
Penetration 
depth [mm] 

Density 
[kg/m3] 

Bending 
Strength [MPa] 

Modulus of 
Elasticity [GPa] 

(paralel) 
Beam 1 8,9 486,3 40,1 12,7 

Beam 2 12,0 402,8 27,0 8,0 

Beam 3 8,7 493,1 41,2 13,1 

Beam 4 8,8 488,6 40,5 12,8 

Average 9,6 467,7 37,2 11,6 

 

Considering this results, the Pilodyn test allowed to determine the possible strength class of the 

timber, by comparing the obtained values to the characteristic values according to EN 338, as shown 

in Table 5.5. The timber existent in the structure analysed is classified as C30. 
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Table 5.5 – Strength class and characteristic values, according to EN 338. 

 

 

Resistograph 

The Resistograph is an electronic high-resolution needle drill resistance measurement device, used to 

inspect trees and timber, in order to find internal defects and determine wood density and growth 

rates.  

It consists in driving a thin and long needle into wood and measuring the electric power consumption 

of the drilling device. Compared to other resistance drill devices, the resistograph can provide a linear 

correlation between the drilling resistance measured and the density of the penetrated wood. 

The Resistograph testing was performed in the same four beams referred above (Figure 5.26). The 

equipment being used and the output results can be seen in Figure 5.28. 

a) – Resistograph testing procedure. b) – Resistograph results. 

Figure 5.28 – Resistograph testing of a timber beam. 
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During the drill penetration test into the material, the device scanned the quantity of energy needed to 

keep a constant drilling speed. The output curve describes the energy changes during the drilling 

process. 

The results of the drilling Resistograph test can be seen in the Graph 5.3. 

 
a) – Resistograph Dendrogram, Beam 1, RM = 481,2. 

 
b) – Resistograph Dendrogram, Beam 2, RM = 428,1. 

 
c) – Resistograph Dendrogram, Beam 3, RM = 402,4. 
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d) – Resistograph Dendrogram, Beam 4, RM = 494,7. 

Graph 5.3 – Dendrograms obtained from Resistograph testing. 

 
 
The dendrograms taken from each one of the four beams, are consistent with the previous results, 

showing good condition of the materials also in the interior of the beams. 

The Resistance Measure number (RM) corresponds to the area of the graph and is calculated with 

equation 5.1. (Feio, 2005) 

 

 

(5.1) 

                                                                                                                                                           

This parameter can help in the correlations with the average density of the whole length of the element 

analysed. It can also be correlated to the compressive strength and the modulus of elasticity of the 

material. However, the estimation of mechanical properties of timber using the RM value can be 

problematic because the drilling resistance can be affected by many effects, as sharpness of the drill, 

direction of the drill into the wood and the angle of drilling with respect to annual rings. Variability of 

RM increases the variability of its correlation with strength properties (Lear, 2005) 
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6. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

After analysing the characteristics of each material and element in particular, it was found to be 

important to analyse and model some parts of the structure, which were chosen for being the most 

particular and hopefully maintained after a potential intervention. 

6.1 Timber Pavement 

The timber pavement was found to be a very peculiar and interesting part of the structure, with 

potential do be maintained. Therefore a more detailed analysis using a numerical model was 

performed in AUTODESK ROBOT software. The model was defined considering the information 

gathered in the geometrical survey presented in Chapter 5 and the loading assumptions described 

below. 

There are two case scenarios analysed in this model: one is the current situation with none or very low 

use, considering the real structure; and the second, a future situation were the building is restored for 

a specific use. 

The geometry of the model included the four types of timber beams and the steel beams described in 

Chapter 5. The supports were defined at the points where the walls, stone columns and cast iron 

pillars are in contact with the timber structure. The geometry of the model used for the study can be 

seen in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1 - Geometry of the numerical model. 
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1st Loading Scenario 

In the first loading scenario, the existing timber pavement structure is analysed, taking into account the 

self-weight of the timber structure and the parquet and a live load for the use category C1 (qk = 

3,0 kN/m2), defined in the EC1 and in Table 6.1 and 6.2. In this case it is considered that it is possible 

to use the building and a verification will be done to check if the structure is able to resist the loads. 

Table 6.1 – Categories of use: EC1 (EN 1991-1-1). 

 

Table 6.2 – Imposed loads on floors, balconies and stairs in buildings: EC1 (EN 1991-1-1) 
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The model was first analysed for Serviceability Limit States. In this case, the maximum vertical 

deflection was calculated in the various beams and compared with the limits imposed in Eurocode 5.  

(Figure 6.2). 

 

Figure 6.2 - Deformation of the structure in the 1st case scenario (SLS). Scale factor: 20. 

 

The beam with the largest deformation was one of section 15 x 28, where there is a maximum 

displacement of 6,4 cm. Its location can be seen in Figure 6.3 a) and the local view is shown in Figure 

6.3 b). According to the Eurocode 5, the limit value for deflection of beams on two supports is of l / 250 

to l / 350, being l the span of the beam. In this case the limit value for deflection is 7,3 / 250 = 0,0292 

m to 7,3 / 350 = 0,0209 m. Since 6,4 cm is over the limits of the deflections, the structure deformations 

are not according to the requirements. 
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a) – Location of the critical beam. b) – Deformation of the critical beam. 

Figure 6.3 - Deformation in the 1st case scenario (SLS). Scale factor: 20. 

 

The same model is now analysed for Ultimate Limit State (ULS), considering the safety factors of 1,35 

for dead loads and 1,5 for live loads. The bending moment and the shear diagrams were calculated. 

Figure 6.4 shows the bending moment diagrams on the structure and the location and detail of the 

critical beams. 

 

a) – Moment diagrams in the structure. 
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b) – Location of the critical beams. c) – Moment diagrams in the critical beams. 

Figure 6.4 - Moment diagrams in the 1st case scenario (ULS). 

 

A maximum negative moment, of 62,58 kN.m, was found at the point where the cast iron pillar nº 1 is 

supporting the steel beam, and the maximum positive moment, of 108,44 kN.m, is located on the mid 

span of main central beam, as it is clear on Figure 6.4 c). 

Figure 6.5 shows the shear diagrams on the structure and the location and detail of the critical beams. 

 

a) – Shear diagrams in the structure. 
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b) – Location of the critical beam. c) – Shear diagrams in the critical beam. 

Figure 6.5 - Shear diagrams in the 1st case scenario (ULS). 

 

On Figure 6.5 a) it can be seen that the most critical beam considering shear is the main central 

beam, with a value of 68.95 kN.   

A verification in ULS was performed according to Eurocodes 3 and 5 for steel and timber to measure 

the level of strength capacity of the structural members. The resistance to bending, shear and lateral 

buckling were checked by the software. 

The results show that it is not safe to use the building in the current conditions. Several timber 

elements do not present enough capacity to resist the loading, most of them due to having bending 

and shear capacity bellow required by the Eurocode. The timber beams that exceed the supporting 

capacity are shown in Figure 6.6. This capacity limit is calculated by the software in the form of a ratio 

between the design value of the stress and the design value of the strength and it can be related to 

bending or shear. The higher limit capacity ratio in this case is of 2,73 and is located in the middle 

span of the central 22 x 28 beam. For this beam the value corresponds to the ratio between the design 

value of bending stress and the design value of bending strength. 

The steel beams are both behaving well, since the higher ratio calculated for the limit capacity is of 

0,34. 
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From this analysis, it is concluded that part of the timber pavement structure, in its current condition, is 

not completely safe and it is necessary to strengthen some beams before opening the building to the 

use category considered (C1). 

 

Figure 6.6 - Location of the beams with exceeded limit capacity in 1st loading scenario. 

 

2nd Loading Scenario 

In the second loading scenario, the existing timber pavement structure is now analysed, considering 

that a new use is given to the building. The possibility of rehabilitating the building into a museum or 

exhibition hall is considered and therefore, the use category chosen is C5 (qk = 5 kN/m2), defined in 

the Eurocode 1 and in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.  

The safety verification procedures are repeated in the 2nd loading scenario in order to compare the 

results obtained with the results obtained for the 1st loading scenario. Also, the position of the critical 

areas will be detected in order to focus the reinforcing of the structure in those regions. The model is 

initially calculated to verify the deflections of the beams in the global structure, in Service Limit State 

(SLS). See Figure 6.7. 

Beam with ratio of 2,73 
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Figure 6.7 - Deformation of the structure in the 2nd case scenario (SLS). Scale factor: 20. 

 

The beam with the largest deformation was same as in the 1st case scenario, where in this case there 

is a displacement of 9,9 cm. Its location is the same as in the 1st case scenario and the local view is 

shown in Figure 6.8. As calculated before the limit values for deflection is 7,3 / 250 = 0,0292 m to 7,3 / 

350 = 0,0209 m. Since 9,9 cm is even bigger than before therefore over the limits of the deflections, 

the structure deformations are not according to the requirements. 

 

Figure 6.8 - Deformation of the critical beam on the 2nd case scenario (SLS). Scale factor: 20. 

 

The same model is now analysed in Ultimate Limit State (ULS), considering the safety factors of 1,35 

for dead loads and 1,5 for live loads. The bending moment and the shear diagrams are calculated.. 

Figure 6.9 shows the bending moment diagrams on the structure and the location and detail of the 

critical beams. 
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a) – Bending moment diagrams in the structure. 

 

b) – Shear diagrams in the structure. 

Figure 6.9 - Bending moment and shear diagrams in the 2nd loading scenario (ULS). 

 

The maximum negative moment, of 96.72 kN.m, was found to be at the point where the cast iron pillar 

nº 1 is supporting the steel beam, the same location as the 1st case scenario, and the maximum 

positive moment, of 169.17 kN.m, is located on the main central beam at the middle section, as it is 

clear on Figure 6.9 a). 

Figure 6.9 b) shows the shear diagrams on the structure and the location and detail of the critical 

beams. 

On Figure 6.9 b) it can be seen that the most critical beam considering shear is the main central 

beam, with a values of 107,5 kN. 
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It is clear that in this structure the central main beam is the critical one for the Ultimate Limit State and 

the beam located in Figure 6.3 a) is the one presenting higher displacement in the Service Limite 

State. 

Also for this 2nd case scenario it was performed a verification according to the EC of the timber and 

steel members in the ULS to measure the level of capacity of the elements. As expected, the results 

showed that it is even more unsafe to use the building in this conditions, since the loading was 

increased. The timber beams that exceed the supporting capacity in bending and shear are shown in 

Figure 6.10. The higher limit capacity ratio is of 4,27 in the same location as before. Also in this case, 

the ratio corresponds to bending. 

The steel beams are both still behaving well in this case, however the higher ratio calculated for the 

limit capacity is now of 0,52. These elements are all according to the requirements since all the ratios 

calculated by the software are below 1. Also for steel the ratios calculated were bending, shear and 

buckling resistance. 

 

Figure 6.10 - Location of the beams with exceeded limit capacity in 2nd case. 

 

It can be concluded that the structure needs urgent interventions and it is not safe in the present state. 

In the case of a rehabilitation where a new use is given, as in this case a C5 use, it has to be 

reinforced in most of the northern area of the structure. This area presents lower resistance because 

there are large spans without any support, unlike the other areas. Maybe similar pillars as the ones 

found in the southern part may have existed and were later removed. It can also be concluded that 

Beam with ratio of 4,27 
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since the timber material state is homogenous along the whole structure and in case of an addition of 

vertical supports in the northern area, the structure would behave as the supported area, hence it 

would be resisting the loading applied. 

6.2 Main façade 

The façade is the “face” of the building, the first image to be seen and with the largest impact when 

arriving to the scene. It is the one that least suffered major alterations, thus it maintains most of the 

identity of the building. Due to the importance of this part of the construction, it was considered a 

priority to analyse and evaluate its state and condition. 

Figure 6.11 shows the south and main façade of the building. The red rectangle in the Figure indicates 

the area to be modelled and analysed in the Finite Element software ADINA. 

 

 

Figure 6.11 - Façade of the building. Area analysed. 

 

The material characteristics used to describe the granite stone masonry wall were assumed 

considering the typical values of this type of structures in the northern region of Portugal. The values 

adopted were 2400 kg/m3 for the density, 16.0 GPa for the Young’s Modulus and 0.2 for the Poisson’s 

ratio. 

The elements chosen to compose the mesh are quadrilateral shell elements with four nodes per 

element. The model analysed can be seen in Figure 6.12, including the FEM mesh used. 
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Figure 6.12 - Model with mesh. 

 

This analysis will consider the current state of the façade and structure in order to understand the 

behaviour of the structure and its capacity. 

The loads considered are the ones acting currently on the building. The self-weight of the wall, 

considered as “Mass Proportional”, the load of the 1st floor timber structure, considered as 

concentrated forces where the two iron beams and the main central timber beam are supported on the 

façade, the load of the steel roof structure and finally a wind load acting on the roof. 

The vertical displacements are calculated for Service Limit State (SLS). In Figure 6.13 the deformation 

of the structure is presented with a magnitude factor of 186136, together with the maximum 

displacements on the wall under the selected loading. 

 

Figure 6.13 - Deformation and displacement plot in the structure. 
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As can be seen in Figure 6.13, the maximum displacements are of around 3,45E-20 m. Even when 

compared to the opening spans, of 2,3 m, it is clear that the displacement is so small that can be 

neglected, since it is 6.66E19 times smaller than the span. So the structure considered safe for SLS. 

The same model is also used to analyse the stresses in the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) in order to 

detect the critical areas of localized higher stresses on the structure, where there may be cracks. The 

stresses acting on the façade can be seen in Figure 6.14. 

 

a) – Stresses in the YY direction (horizontal) on the façade. 

 

b) – Stresses in the ZZ direction (vertical) on the façade. 

Figure 6.14 - Principal normal stresses acting on the structure. 

 

Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the maximum stress values obtained in the structure. The 

maximum stresses were found in the vertical direction. The area most affected in compression is the 

location where the steel beam of the roof structure is resting on the façade wall, with a 172,5 kPa of 

compression stress. The maximum tension stress was found in the corner of one of the middle top 

window openings and its value is of 22,27 kPa.  
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Table 6.3 – Stresses acting on the structure. 

 
Stress Maximum (tension) Minimum (compression) 

Position Nº Node Value [kPa] Position Nº Node Value [kPa] 

YY 

horizontal 

window corner 344 22,27 middle top 351 -8,538E-15 

ZZ 

vertical 

window corner 305 1,936E-16 middle top 352 -172,50 

 

In the model the tension strength of the stone masonry is assumed to be negligible, thus it is possible 

that in the window opening corners (where there is tension), some cracks can manifest in theory. 

However, the level of tensile stress measured in the numerical model is very low and in fact, when 

observing the façade, no cracks were identified in the windows’ corners, because in reality there is 

also a very small resistance of the masonry to tension stresses. Being the compression strength of the 

stone masonry walls of around 60 MPa, and the maximum value acting in the structure of 172.5 kPa, it 

is safe to say that the structure is not damaged by compression and is able to resist to even higher 

loading. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Industrial heritage represents a testimony of the industrial history and technological development 

throughout the time. Industrial buildings and constructions are the materialization of this testimony and 

the physical evidence of this era achievements in so many different areas from construction 

technology and new materials to social and economic progresses. 

The interest in maintaining, restoring and reusing this type of constructions is growing and more 

information must be recorded and shared in order to guide this interest to a noble end. It is important 

to have in mind the considerations and guidelines gives by the Nizhny Tagil Charter for Industrial 

Heritage, that respect the building identity, original materials and constructions techniques. 

Considering what is referred above, it was decided to gather information regarding several industrial 

buildings in Portugal during the work of this thesis, specially focused on industrial buildings from the 

end of XIX century and beginning of XX century with a certain architectural characteristics as the use 

of cast iron pillars, timber floor and roof structures and stone masonry walls. The buildings chosen 

were divided into refurbished and out of use and an individual description was completed, including its 

historical background and constructive characteristics. 

Although there is a growing interest in this area of construction, many difficulties were found during the 

accomplishment of the research and visual inspections intended to better understand and identify the 

building history and characteristics. Many of the obstacles found were created by the owners, 

especially private ones, in allowing visits to the buildings. Some of the assessed buildings were only 

visited from the exterior, as the owners did not facilitate the entrance. 

Fábrica Confiança, located in Braga, was found to gather the characteristics intended for this study 

and therefore was chosen to be analyzed and tested in more detail. Built in the beginning of the XX 

century, this soap factory went through an ascending phase that turned it into one of the most famous 

industrial buildings in the city. In order to keep the memories of this great factory alive, it is intended 

that this work may be a contribution to the rehabilitation of the factory. 

It was possible to make several visits to the building and perform NDT tests on it, thanks to Braga 

Municipality that now owns the building. The studies and analysis performed in the building show that 

it has the potential to be reused after being refurbished. The building’s more interesting structural parts 

are the timber floor and the façade. The façade walls seem to be in very good condition, much due to 

its considerable thickness and quality of the materials used in the construction. The pavement was 

found to be retrievable since no severe damages were found that could jeopardize the whole 

structure. A few localized damages were detected, however, it is possible to reconstruct or reinforce 

these areas without reconstructing the whole structure. The interior stone masonry walls are also quite 

robust, in good condition and structurally reusable. 
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The numerical modelling of the timber floor showed that, even though there are no severe damages 

on the structure, it is not currently safe to use the building and it needs reinforcement on the northern 

area of the structure. Furthermore, in case of adapting the building into a more loading demanding 

use, it is necessary to reinforce the structure more widely. 

The Finite Element model, used to assess the behavior of the façade stone wall, showed that the wall 

is indeed very strong and resistant and for a normal utilization of the building there are no problems or 

limitations to indicate. 

Fábrica Confiança has certainly the potential to be rehabilitated and reintroduced in the city. There 

have been already many proposals and suggestions for the new use of the building, but none have yet 

taken place.  

In the author´s opinion, a great aim for the building reuse would be to create an area of learning and 

study connected with the new technologies and associated with the University. The area would serve 

the university students, especially the ones living in the area, which is very close to the Minho 

University campus in Braga. It is desired that Fábrica Confiança building will not be destroyed or 

abandoned as many others, and will be given a change to live another life as something different and 

modern but always sharing its past history. 

In the future, further inspections should be done in order to analyze the rest of the structure and to 

evaluate the detail of the interventions needed and the treatments for damaged materials. 

As for the industrial heritage in Portugal, either in urbanized or rural areas, there should be a strategy 

for recovering the most interesting buildings, starting by creating awareness among owners and 

general population concerning the importance of industrial heritage and its contribution for the society. 

The current situation of over construction in Portugal allied with the importance of sustainability are 

enough reasons to focus on the reduction of abandonment and degradation of industrial buildings. 
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ANNEX 1 

1.1 Nizhny Tagil Charter 

 
 THE NIZHNY TAGIL CHARTER FOR THE INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE  

 
July 2003  

 
TICCIH is the world organisation representing industrial heritage and is special adviser to ICOMOS on 

industrial heritage. This charter was originated by TICCIH and will be presented to ICOMOS for 

ratification and for eventual approval by UNESCO.  

 
Preamble  
 
The earliest periods of human history are defined by the archaeological evidence for fundamental 

changes in the ways in which people made objects, and the importance of conserving and studying 

the evidence of these changes is universally accepted.  

From the Middle Ages, innovations in Europe in the use of energy and in trade and commerce led to a 

change towards the end of the 18 th century just as profound as that between the Neolithic and 

Bronze Ages, with developments in the social, technical and economic circumstances of 

manufacturing sufficiently rapid and profound to be called a revolution. The Industrial Revolution was 

the beginning of a historical phenomenon that has affected an ever-greater part of the human 

population, as well as all the other forms of life on our planet, and that continues to the present day.  

The material evidence of these profound changes is of universal human value, and the importance of 

the study and conservation of this evidence must be recognised.  

The delegates assembled for the 2003 TICCIH Congress in Russia wish therefore to assert that the 

buildings and structures built for industrial activities, the processes and tools used within them and the 

towns and landscapes in which they are located, along with all their other tangible and intangible 

manifestations, are of fundamental importance. They should be studied, their history should be taught, 

their meaning and significance should be probed and made clear for everyone, and the most 

significant and characteristic examples should be identified, protected and maintained, in accordance 

with the spirit of the Venice Charter [1], for the use and benefit of today and of the future. 

1. Definition of industrial heritage  

Industrial heritage consists of the remains of industrial culture which are of historical, technological, 

social, architectural or scientific value. These remains consist of buildings and machinery, workshops, 

mills and factories, mines and sites for processing and refining, warehouses and stores, places where 
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energy is generated, transmitted and used, transport and all its infrastructure, as well as places used 

for social activities related to industry such as housing, religious worship or education.  

Industrial archaeology is an interdisciplinary method of studying all the evidence, material and 

immaterial, of documents, artefacts, stratigraphy and structures, human settlements and natural and 

urban landscapes [2], created for or by industrial processes. It makes use of those methods of 

investigation that are most suitable to increase understanding of the industrial past and present.  

The historical period of principal interest extends forward from the beginning of the Industrial 

Revolution in the second half of the eighteenth century up to and including the present day, while also 

examining its earlier pre-industrial and proto-industrial roots. In addition it draws on the study of work 

and working techniques encompassed by the history of technology. 

2. Values of industrial heritage  

I. The industrial heritage is the evidence of activities which had and continue to have profound 

historical consequences. The motives for protecting the industrial heritage are based on the universal 

value of this evidence, rather than on the singularity of unique sites.  

II. The industrial heritage is of social value as part of the record of the lives of ordinary men and 

women, and as such it provides an important sense of identity. It is of technological and scientific  

value in the history of manufacturing, engineering, construction, and it may have considerable 

aesthetic value for the quality of its architecture, design or planning.  

III. These values are intrinsic to the site itself, its fabric, components, machinery and setting, in the 

industrial landscape, in written documentation, and also in the intangible records of industry contained 

in human memories and customs.  

IV. Rarity, in terms of the survival of particular processes, site typologies or landscapes, adds 

particular value and should be carefully assessed. Early or pioneering examples are of especial value. 

3. The importance of identification, recording and research  

I. Every territory should identify, record and protect the industrial remains that it wants to preserve for 

future generations.  

II. Surveys of areas and of different industrial typologies should identify the extent of the industrial 

heritage. Using this information, inventories should be created of all the sites that have been identified. 

They should be devised to be easily searchable and should be freely accessible to the public. 

Computerisation and on-line access are valuable objectives.  

III. Recording is a fundamental part of the study of industrial heritage. A full record of the physical 

features and condition of a site should be made and placed in a public archive before any 

interventions are made. Much information can be gained if recording is carried out before a process or 

site has ceased operation. Records should include descriptions, drawings, photographs and video film 
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of moving objects, with references to supporting documentation. Peoples' memories are a unique and 

irreplaceable resource which should also be recorded when they are available.  

IV. Archaeological investigation of historic industrial sites is a fundamental technique for their study. It 

should be carried out to the same high standards as that of sites from other historical or cultural 

periods.  

V. Programmes of historical research are needed to support policies for the protection of the industrial 

heritage. Because of the interdependency of many industrial activities, international studies can help 

identify sites and types of sites of world importance.  

VI. The criteria for assessing industrial buildings should be defined and published so as to achieve 

general public acceptance of rational and consistent standards. On the basis of appropriate research, 

these criteria should be used to identify the most important surviving landscapes, settlements, sites, 

typologies, buildings, structures, machines and processes.  

VII. Those sites and structures that are identified as important should be protected by legal measures 

that are sufficiently strong to ensure the conservation of their significance. The World Heritage List of 

UNESCO should give due recognition to the tremendous impact that industrialisation has had on 

human culture.  

VIII. The value of significant sites should be defined and guidelines for future interventions 

established. Any legal, administrative and financial measures that are necessary to maintain their 

value should be put in place.  

IX. Sites that are at risk should be identified so that appropriate measures can be taken to reduce that 

risk and facilitate suitable schemes for repairing or re-using them.  

X. International co-operation is a particularly appropriate approach to the conservation of the industrial 

heritage through co-ordinated initiatives and sharing resources. Compatible criteria should be 

developed to compile international inventories and databases. 

4. Legal protection  

I. The industrial heritage should be seen as an integral part of the cultural heritage in general. 

Nevertheless, its legal protection should take into account the special nature of the industrial heritage.  

It should be capable of protecting plant and machinery, below-ground elements, standing structures, 

complexes and ensembles of buildings, and industrial landscapes. Areas of industrial waste should be 

considered for their potential archaeological as well as ecological value.  

II. Programmes for the conservation of the industrial heritage should be integrated into policies for 

economic development and into regional and national planning.  

III. The most important sites should be fully protected and no interventions allowed that compromise 

their historical integrity or the authenticity of their fabric. Sympathetic adaptation and re-use may be an 
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appropriate and a cost-effective way of ensuring the survival of industrial buildings, and should be 

encouraged by appropriate legal controls, technical advice, tax incentives and grants.  

IV. Industrial communities which are threatened by rapid structural change should be supported by 

central and local government authorities. Potential threats to the industrial heritage from such changes 

should be anticipated and plans prepared to avoid the need for emergency actions.  

V. Procedures should be established for responding quickly to the closure of important industrial sites 

to prevent the removal or destruction of significant elements. The competent authorities should have 

statutory powers to intervene when necessary to protect important threatened sites.  

VI. Government should have specialist advisory bodies that can give independent advice on questions 

relating to the protection and conservation of industrial heritage, and their opinions should be sought 

on all important cases.  

VII. Every effort should be made to ensure the consultation and participation of local communities in 

the protection and conservation of their local industrial heritage.  

VIII. Associations and societies of volunteers have an important role in identifying sites, promoting 

public participation in industrial conservation and disseminating information and research, and as such 

are indispensable actors in the theatre of industrial heritage. 

5. Maintenance and conservation  

I. Conservation of the industrial heritage depends on preserving functional integrity, and interventions 

to an industrial site should therefore aim to maintain this as far as possible. The value and authenticity 

of an industrial site may be greatly reduced if machinery or components are removed, or if subsidiary 

elements which form part of a whole site are destroyed.  

II. The conservation of industrial sites requires a thorough knowledge of the purpose or purposes to 

which they were put, and of the various industrial processes which may have taken place there. These 

may have changed over time, but all former uses should be examined and assessed.  

III. Preservation in situ should always be given priority consideration. Dismantling and relocating a 

building or structure are only acceptable when the destruction of the site is required by overwhelming 

economic or social needs.  

IV. The adaptation of an industrial site to a new use to ensure its conservation is usually acceptable 

except in the case of sites of especial historical significance. New uses should respect the significant 

material and maintain original patterns of circulation and activity, and should be compatible as much 

as possible with the original or principal use. An area that interprets the former use is recommended.  

V. Continuing to adapt and use industrial buildings avoids wasting energy and contributes to 

sustainable development. Industrial heritage can have an important role in the economic regeneration 

of decayed or declining areas. The continuity that re-use implies may provide psychological stability 

for communities facing the sudden end a long-standing sources of employment.  
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VI. Interventions should be reversible and have a minimal impact. Any unavoidable changes should be 

documented and significant elements that are removed should be recorded and stored safely. Many 

industrial processes confer a patina that is integral to the integrity and interest of the site.  

VII. Reconstruction, or returning to a previous known state, should be considered an exceptional 

intervention and one which is only appropriate if it benefits the integrity of the whole site, or in the case 

of the destruction of a major site by violence.  

VIII. The human skills involved in many old or obsolete industrial processes are a critically important 

resource whose loss may be irreplaceable. They need to be carefully recorded and transmitted to 

younger generations.  

IX. Preservation of documentary records, company archives, building plans, as well as sample 

specimens of industrial products should be encouraged. 

6. Education and training  

I. Specialist professional training in the methodological, theoretical and historical aspects of industrial 

heritage should be taught at technical and university levels.  

II. Specific educational material about the industrial past and its heritage should be produced by and 

for students at primary and secondary level. 

7. Presentation and interpretation  

I. Public interest and affection for the industrial heritage and appreciation of its values are the surest 

ways to conserve it. Public authorities should actively explain the meaning and value of industrial sites 

through publications, exhibitions, television, the Internet and other media, by providing sustainable 

access to important sites and by promoting tourism in industrial areas.  

II. Specialist industrial and technical museums and conserved industrial sites are both important 

means of protecting and interpreting the industrial heritage.  

III. Regional and international routes of industrial heritage can highlight the continual transfer of 

industrial technology and the large-scale movement of people that can be caused by it.  

-----  

[1] The ICOMOS ‘Venice Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites', 1964  

[2] For convenience, 'sites' will be taken to mean landscapes, complexes, buildings, structures and 

machines unless these terms are used in a more specific way. 
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1.2 Venice Charter 

 
 

INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FOR THE CONSERVATION  
AND RESTORATION OF MONUMENTS AND SITES  

(THE VENICE CHARTER 1964)  
  

IInd International Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic 
Monuments, Venice, 1964. 

Adopted by ICOMOS in 1965.  
 
Imbued with a message from the past, the historic monuments of generations of people remain to 

the present day as living witnesses of their age-old traditions. People are becoming more and more 

conscious of the unity of human values and regard ancient monuments as a common heritage. The 

common responsibility to safeguard them for future generations is recognized. It is our duty to hand 

them on in the full richness of their authenticity.  

It is essential that the principles guiding the preservation and restoration of ancient buildings should be 

agreed and be laid down on an international basis, with each country being responsible for applying 

the plan within the framework of its own culture and traditions.  

By defining these basic principles for the first time, the Athens Charter of 1931 contributed towards the 

development of an extensive international movement which has assumed concrete form in national 

documents, in the work of ICOM and UNESCO and in the establishment by the latter of the 

International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property. 

Increasing awareness and critical study have been brought to bear on problems which have 

continually become more complex and varied; now the time has come to examine the Charter afresh 

in order to make a thorough study of the principles involved and to enlarge its scope in a new 

document.  

Accordingly, the IInd International Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic Monuments, 

which met in Venice from May 25th to 31st 1964, approved the following text:  

DEFINITIONS  

Article 1.  

The concept of a historic monument embraces not only the single architectural work but also the urban 

or rural setting in which is found the evidence of a particular civilization, a significant development or a 

historic event. This applies not only to great works of art but also to more modest works of the past 

which have acquired cultural significance with the passing of time.  

Article 2.  

The conservation and restoration of monuments must have recourse to all the sciences and 

techniques which can contribute to the study and safeguarding of the architectural heritage.  
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Article 3.  

The intention in conserving and restoring monuments is to safeguard them no less as works of art 

than as historical evidence.  

CONSERVATION  

Article 4.  

It is essential to the conservation of monuments that they be maintained on a permanent basis.  

Article 5.  

The conservation of monuments is always facilitated by making use of them for some socially useful 

purpose. Such use is therefore desirable but it must not change the lay-out or decoration of the 

building. It is within these limits only that modifications demanded by a change of function should be 

envisaged and may be permitted.  

Article 6.  

The conservation of a monument implies preserving a setting which is not out of scale. Wherever the 

traditional setting exists, it must be kept. No new construction, demolition or modification which would 

alter the relations of mass and colour must be allowed.  

Article 7.  

A monument is inseparable from the history to which it bears witness and from the setting in which it 

occurs. The moving of all or part of a monument cannot be allowed except where the safeguarding of 

that monument demands it or where it is justified by national or international interest of paramount 

importance.  

Article 8.  

Items of sculpture, painting or decoration which form an integral part of a monument may only be 

removed from it if this is the sole means of ensuring their preservation.  

RESTORATION  

Article 9.  

The process of restoration is a highly specialized operation. Its aim is to preserve and reveal the 

aesthetic and historic value of the monument and is based on respect for original material and 

authentic documents. It must stop at the point where conjecture begins, and in this case moreover any 

extra work which is indispensable must be distinct from the architectural composition and must bear a 

contemporary stamp. The restoration in any case must be preceded and followed by an 

archaeological and historical study of the monument.  

Article 10.  
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Where traditional techniques prove inadequate, the consolidation of a monument can be achieved by 

the use of any modern technique for conservation and construction, the efficacy of which has been 

shown by scientific data and proved by experience.  

Article 11.  

The valid contributions of all periods to the building of a monument must be respected, since unity of 

style is not the aim of a restoration. When a building includes the superimposed work of different 

periods, the revealing of the underlying state can only be justified in exceptional circumstances and 

when what is removed is of little interest and the material which is brought to light is of great historical, 

archaeological or aesthetic value, and its state of preservation good enough to justify the action. 

Evaluation of the importance of the elements involved and the decision as to what may be destroyed 

cannot rest solely on the individual in charge of the work.  

Article 12.  

Replacements of missing parts must integrate harmoniously with the whole, but at the same time must 

be distinguishable from the original so that restoration does not falsify the artistic or historic evidence.  

Article 13.  

Additions cannot be allowed except in so far as they do not detract from the interesting parts of the 

building, its traditional setting, the balance of its composition and its relation with its surroundings.  

HISTORIC SITES  

Article 14.  

The sites of monuments must be the object of special care in order to safeguard their integrity and 

ensure that they are cleared and presented in a seemly manner. The work of conservation and 

restoration carried out in such places should be inspired by the principles set forth in the foregoing 

articles.  

EXCAVATIONS  

Article 15.  

Excavations should be carried out in accordance with scientific standards and the recommendation 

defining international principles to be applied in the case of archaeological excavation adopted by 

UNESCO in 1956. Ruins must be maintained and measures necessary for the permanent 

conservation and protection of architectural features and of objects discovered must be taken. 

Furthermore, every means must be taken to facilitate the understanding of the monument and to 

reveal it without ever distorting its meaning. All reconstruction work should however be ruled out "a 

priori". Only anastylosis, that is to say, the reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be 

permitted. The material used for integration should always be recognizable and its use should be the 

least that will ensure the conservation of a monument and the reinstatement of its form.   
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PUBLICATION  

Article 16.  

In all works of preservation, restoration or excavation, there should always be precise documentation 

in the form of analytical and critical reports, illustrated with drawings and photographs. Every stage of 

the work of clearing, consolidation, rearrangement and integration, as well as technical and formal 

features identified during the course of the work, should be included. This record should be placed in 

the archives of a public institution and made available to research workers. It is recommended that the 

report should be published.   

 

The following persons took part in the work of the Committee for drafting the International Charter for 

the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments:  

Piero Gazzola (Italy), Chairman  
Raymond Lemaire (Belgium), Reporter  
José Bassegoda-Nonell (Spain)  
Luis Benavente (Portugal)  
Djurdje Boskovic (Yugoslavia)  
Hiroshi Daifuku (UNESCO)  
P.L. de Vrieze (Netherlands)  
Harald Langberg (Denmark)  
Mario Matteucci (Italy)  
Jean Merlet (France)  
Carlos Flores Marini (Mexico)  
Roberto Pane (Italy)  
S.C.J. Pavel (Czechoslovakia)  
Paul Philippot (ICCROM)  
Victor Pimentel (Peru)  
Harold Plenderleith (ICCROM)  
Deoclecio Redig de Campos (Vatican)  
Jean Sonnier (France)  
Francois Sorlin (France)  
Eustathios Stikas (Greece)  
Gertrud Tripp (Austria)  
Jan Zachwatovicz (Poland)  
Mustafa S. Zbiss (Tunisia) 
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ANNEX 2 – FÁBRICA CONFIANÇA: TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY 

2.1 Ground Floor Plan 

 

 

2.2 First Floor Plan 
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2.3 Roof Top Plan 

 

2.4 Sections A, B and C 
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2.5 Sections A, B and C 

 

2.6 Sections F and G 
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2.7 Sections I and H, West and East Façade 

 

2.8 Sections J and North Façade 
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2.9 South Façade 
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ANNEX 3 – FÁBRICA CONFIANÇA: PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY 

3.1 General Areas 

  

Soap tanks area. Production ares 

  

Administration Offices 1st floor 

  

1st floor corner room Back buildings 
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3.2 Study Area 

 
 

3.3 Cast Iron Pillars 

 

 

Cast Iron Pillar Fundição da Trindade, Porto 
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3.4 Timber Structure 

  
General View Beam/beam connection 

  
Connection A1 Connection A2 

  
Connection A2’ Connection A3 

  
Connection A4 Connection B1 
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Connection B2 Connection C1 

  
Connection C2 Connection C3 

  
Connection C4 Connection D1 

  
Connection D2 Connection D3 

 
 
 
 


